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The B G News 
Wednesday Bowling Green State University February 24, 1982 
U.S. gains cautious support in sanctions 
LONDON (AP) - America's allies 
have moved only hesitantly toward joining the United States in sanctions 
against the Soviet Union and Poland 
because of the imposition of martial 
law in Poland. 
The impact of most of the actions 
appears minor, although together 
they represent growing displeasure at 
the Polish clampdown Dec. 13. In 
addition, a major deal with the Sovi- 
ets to pipe gas to Western Europe 
apparently is going ahead with the 
participation   of   West   Germany, 
France and Japan despite U.S. oppo- 
sition. 
In mid-January, the NATO allies 
announced that further credits for 
goods other than food for Poland 
would be placed in abeyance, and 
negotiations on 1982 payments on Pol- 
ish debts would be suspended. 
Yesterday, the Common Market 
agreed to limit imports of certain 
goods from the Soviet Union to apply 
Cressure for a relaxation of martial 
iw in Poland. The decision affects a 
small but still undetermined percent- 
age of the $11 billion worth of goods 
the countries import annually from 
the Soviet Union. 
COMMON MARKET officials said 
the action would involve lowering 
quotas or raising tariffs on manufac- 
tured and luxury goods purchased 
from the Soviet Union. Most likely to 
be hit would be caviar, diamonds, furs 
and alcoholic beverages. 
They said the Common Market ex- 
ecutive commission would select the 
items from a list and present it to 
member countries for final approval, 
proably by the middle of March. 
But an overwhelming amount of 
Common Market imports are energy 
products and raw materials, which 
would not be affected. 
Britain was the first country to join 
the United States in imposing its own 
sanctions against Poland and the So- 
viet Union. On Feb. 5, it announced 
new or intensified travel restrictions 
on Polish and Soviet diplomats, jour- 
nalists and businesmen, a halt in new 
credits to Poland, a licensing system 
on Soviet fish purchases in British 
waters and a cutback in technical 
cooperation in medicine and public 
health, environmental protection, ag- 
ricultural research and atomic en- 
ergy. 
BUT BRITAIN said the interests of 
British firms having legally binding 
contractural obligations with Poland 
would be safeguarded. 
West Germany and Belgium also 
have announced limited sanctions. 
But despite U.S. disapproval, it was 
clear that West Germany and France, 
and probably Italy, among other 
Western European countries will go 
ahead with a $10 billion, 2,400-mile 
natural gas pipeline from Siberia to 
the West. U.S. sanctions imposed Dec. 
29 included blocking of General Elec- 
tric-made parts for gas turbines to 
pump the gas. The Europeans are 
now trying to fill this gap. 
The Europeans' sanction policy has 
been to limit the restrictions to mea- 
sures which would hurt the Soviet 
Union without hurting the European 
countries. 
BG grad celebrates first year 
Donut shop grows with delivery 
stall photo  by Ron Haglar 
Dan Shook, owner ol the Getaway donut ahop at 998 S. Main St., loads up hla car tor an aarly morning deliver - ol 
freshly baked donuts. Hla shop Is the only one In ths arsa that makes deliveries. 
By Chuck Krumel 
News Staff Reporter 
Donuts; those tantalizing, tasty 
treats that make ones mouth water by 
their appetizing appearance alone, 
have been a prominent breakfast item 
for many years. 
There are many places in Bowling 
Green where one can by the popular 
pastries, and the newest is Tne Get- 
away, 998 S. Main Street. 
Unlike its donut selling coun- 
terparts, The Getaway offers a unique 
delivery service to customers who 
order a dozen or more of the freshly 
baked pastries. Dan Shook, the owner 
and operator of The Getaway, opened 
his business in Janurary 1981, six 
months before his graduation from 
Bowling Green State University. 
The 22-year-old Troy native re- 
ceived his degree last June in busi- 
ness administration. Shook recently 
celebrated his first anniversary as a 
businessman and pastry chef and 
despite the difficult economic times, 
he said he has received good response 
from customers who have patronized 
his shop. 
"I'VE LEARNED a lot since I first 
started out. Things like how to buy 
what's needed (for the business) and 
how to sell my product," Shook said. 
"Right now we're still relatively new. 
We've had a good response, but I 
would like to do a lot more business." 
Shook's work day normally begins 
at three in the morning when he 
begins preparing the 16 different 
kinds of pastries that he offers his 
customers. Most of his baking is done 
by the time he opens for business at 
6:30 a.m. 
Shortly after 8 a.m., Shook is 
usually out making the first of his 
morning deliveries to local businesses 
and other customers who utilize his 
quick, efficient delivery service. 
In addition to his wide variety of 
pastries, Shook also serves ice cream 
cones, milkshakes and sundaes, fea- 
turing hand dipped ice cream served 
the old- fashioned way. 
"THE DESIGN of the business is 
around donuts and ice cream," Shook 
said. "You have to be careful when 
starting out and not try to do too many 
things at one time. I think our deliv- 
ery service gives us a competitive 
edge because no one in town that I 
know of has ever delivered donuts. 
The delivery service is one thing I 
want to keep." 
On many mornings, Shook's girl- 
friend Connie helps him prepare the 
1,200 or more pastries he normally 
puts out a day. while Shook is busy in 
the tiny kitchen frying donuts, Connie 
is in the adjoining room icing the 
finished products, arranging them 
neatly on large metal trays tor dis- 
play behind the counter. 
Shook has two other counter-per- 
sons who help wait on customers and 
recently hired another baker to work 
certain mornings of the week. With 
another person capable of handling 
the early morning baking duties, 
Shook is able to allow himself a few 
extra hours of rest before going to 
work. 
All of the donuts sold each day are 
baked fresh that morning, Shook said 
noting that nothing is saved from the 
day before."The biggest decision I'm 
faced with every day is deciding how 
much of each kind of donut I shoud 
make," Shook said. "Some days are 
slower than others and you have more 
than you would like left over. Other 
days, things sell fast and you have to 
make more." 
SHOOK SAID the southern location 
of his shop has not been as much of a 
business handicap as it might have 
seemed. He said he chose the name of 
his business with the location in mind, 
a place for people "to get away from 
the daily routines," and enjoy a donut 
with a fresh cup of coffee or other 
beverage. 
"I think our location isn't bad," 
Shook said. "With our delivery serv- 
ice , we're able to reach customers, 
like the college students, who don't 
normally venture out this way." 
Although business tends to be better 
during the warmer months, Shook 
said this winter has been a profitable 
one for him despite the harsh 
weather. 
"I look for this summer to be real 
busy," Shook said. "Winter is gener- 
ally a slower time of year even though 
we probably sell more donuts now 
(than in the summer). During the 
summer we sell a lot of ice cream and 
also have sandwiches to go. Right now 
we're still in the growing process, just 
seeing what is selling and what isn't. 
From there we'll decide on any fur- 
ther additions to our menu." 
Williams denies guilt, accuses witnesses of lying 
ATLANTA (AP) - Wayne Williams 
angrily turned back attempts by pros- 
ecutors to shake his story yesterday, 
lashing out at his accusers and declar- 
ing: ''I'm innocent, and that's all 
there is to it." 
"Did you experience any panic at 
any point during the time you were 
killing these victims?" Assistant Dis- 
trict Attorney Jack Mallard asked the 
23-year-old murder defendant at one 
point during the afternoon cross-ex- 
amination. 
"Sir, I haven't killed anyone," Wil- 
liams replied. 
"Isn't it true you killed them?" 
Mallard asked. 
"I'M ABOUT as guilty as you are," 
Williams told him. "If you're guilty, 
then I'm guilty." 
At one point Williams said he could 
have been a victim himself in the 
string of slayings of 28 young Atlanta 
blacks that outraged the nation. 
"I'm 23 years old and I could have 
been a victim ... Anyone in Atlanta 
could have been. I'm not so sure it's 
over yet," he said. 
Williams also said that policemen 
threatened him, that eyewitnesses 
made up stories and that he feared for 
his life after being questioned last 
spring in the series of slayings. 
"I HAVENT done anything, I'm 
innocent, and that's all there is to it," 
Williams insisted. 
Jurors furiously scribbled notes as 
Williams, who was dressed in a dark 
three-piece suit with no tie, testified 
for more than four hours yesterday, 
his second day on the stand. Cross- 
examination is to continue today. 
Williams, a black free-lance camer- 
aman and self-styled talent promoter, 
has pleaded innocent to murdering 
Nathaniel Cater, 27, and Jimmy Ray 
Payne, 21, two of 28 young blacks 
whose deaths over a 22-month period 
have been investigated by a special 
KUce task, force. No arrests have 
en made in the other cases. 
Williams testified Monday that be 
never met Cater or Payne and did not 
kill them or the 10 other young blacks 
prosecutors contend were linked in a 
pattern of slayings. 
MALLARD ASKED the defendant if 
he thought all the witnesses who testi- 
fied against him were liars, and Wil- 
liams replied: "Some lied, some told 
half-truths, some were mistaken, and 
some outright lied." 
Williams denied prosecutors' con- 
tention that he dropped Cater's body 
off a Chattahoochee River bridge iust 
before he was stopped by a police 
stakeout team in the early morning 
hours of May 22,1981. 
"I did not throw anything off that 
bridge," he said. 
The defendant traced his activities 
in the hours after midnight May 22, 
closely following his parents' testi- 
mony in all respects but one. Williams 
said he went out between 1 and 1:30 
a.m., while both parents testified he 
went out around midnight. 
WILLIAMS said he went to the area 
of the Jackson Parkway bridge to 
search for the address of a singer he 
was to meet the next morning. 
Asked why be didn't stop at a serv- 
ice station to ask directions, Williams 
replied, "Me being in Cobb County at 
3 o'clock in the morning? Sir, they've 
got the Ku Klux Klan up there." 
"If you're so afraid of the Ku Klux 
Klan, what are you doing in Cobb 
County at 3 o'clock in the morning?" 
asked Mallard. 
"I didn't say I was horrified. What I 
meant was, I wasn't going to get out of 
the car," Williams replied. 
MALLARD POINTED to inconsis- 
tencies in what Williams had told 
reporters at a news conference in 
June before his arrest and what he 
said at the trial. 
Williams told the reporters he de- 
cided to search for the singer's ad- 
dress while running errands in the 
area, but the defendant and his 
mother both testified he left home for 
the specific purpose of finding the 
address, Mallard said. Williams told 
Mallard the statements showed no 
inconsistency. "I think it does," the 
prosecutor replied. 
Mallard also asked Williams why he 
used the words "leaving the scene" 
during his news conference. 
"Weren't you talking about the 
scene of the crime?" Mallard asked. 
"No," the defendant replied. 
MALLARD ALSO grilled the de- 
fendant extensively about minor in- 
consistencies in the stories he gave at 
different   times   to   different   FBI 
agents about his reasons for being 
near the bridge. 
Williams maintained he never 
changed his story, saying the agents 
simply wrote down the wrong infor- 
mation. 
He told Mallard later, "Let me tell 
you something. Half the stuff you're 
talking about, I don't remember tell- 
ing them. I was tired. It's impossible 
for me to remember every little 
thing." 
He testified he was threatened by 
the FBI agents and police officers 
who stopped him near the bridge. 
"I WAS SCARED to death," Wil- 
liams said. 
He said he asked a Georgia Bureau 
of Investigation agent "what was this 
all about. At first ne didn't say. 
"Then later, after I saw the task 
force identification card. I said, 'This 
is about the killings, isn't it?' And he 
said, 'Yes.' I just wanted to get that 
straight, that that was not the first 
question I asked ... I wasn't stupid, 
and I put two and two together as to 
what they wanted." 
A GBI agent testified for thepros- 
ecution that Williams asked, "This is 
about those boys, isn't it?" when he 
was stopped. 
During cross-examination, prosecu- 
tors contended the officers who 
stopped Williams did not have task 
force cards because they were not 
members of the task force. Williams 
insisted he saw the card. 
Williams also termed "absolute fic- 
tion" the testimony of Nellie Tram- 
mell, who claimed to have seen him in 
his car with a young black who was 
slumped over as if unconscious. 
Moral dilemma panel says society needs more tolerance 
by Linda Peres 
News staff reporter 
Dr. Rolando Andrade might have. 
appeared to be telling a simple tale on 
the evils of stereotyping during a 
panel discussion Monday on the moral 
dilemmas of the 80s. 
"I was on a train through Houston." 
Andrade, associate professor of Eth- 
nic Studies, explained. "My friend 
told me to be careful with blacks, 
especially those on the street, that 
they steal. I thought all the time that 
they were after my suitcase." 
As it turned out, the blacks who 
were "after" his suitcase were por- 
ters. Andrade admitted feeling foolish 
for believing his friend's accounts, 
but pointed to the tragic element 
involved In this outwardly humorous 
experience. 
"In my mind, the worth of an entire 
race had been lowered," he said. 
WHILE THE long-run implications 
of genetic engineering and computer 
technology were examined, as well as 
the effects of rape on women, preju- 
dice toward minorities, and the Chris- 
tian response toward present Issues, 
Andrade touched upon a theme unit- 
ing all interests. . 
A person's ability to empathize with 
those different from himself was con- 
cluded to be invaluable by the panel. 
"What Is it like to be a tomato 
picker, a raped woman, or to be old?" 
Susan Arpad. director of Women's 
Studies, challenged the audien- 
ce. "Once we reach this point, of em- 
pathizing with others, we will be able 
to look at society on a broader scale." 
Dr. William Baxter, associate pro- 
fessor of biological sciences, agreed 
with Arpad. Lecturing on the ability 
to detect genetic defects in the womb, 
he was concerned with biogenetic 
technology expanding quicker than 
people's moral perceptions. 
"I GUESS the bottom line is how 
we'll tolerate abnormality. How are 
we to accommodate and love the 
unlovely? This is analogous to loving 
other cultural groups,,rBaxter said. 
"What is it about us that makes 
differences so threatening?" 
While several in the audience 
agreed there is a societal need for 
greater sensitivity to others, they 
indicated helplessness in changing 
the situation. One student described 
most college students as more con- 
cerned with solving issues on the 
basis of personal rather than collec- 
tive efforts. 
Arpad agreed with one member of 
the audience that group action is 
needed to trigger any kind of change 
in our society. Calling America a 
culture primarily concerned with in- 
tellect rather than experieces, she 
related actual stories of women who 
had been raped instead of quoting 
statistics. 
DR. JAMES BACK, campus min- 
ister and part-time assistant profes- 
sor of philosophy, advocated a 
religious movement toward involve- 
ment in social issues. He sees funda- 
mentalists steering religion toward 
more private matters. Citing the 
great human rights leaders, including 
Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther 
King Jr., as working out of strong 
religious traditions, he offered reli- 
gion as an inspiration to those desir- 
ing change. 
But Dr. Richard Lineback, profes- 
sor of philosophy and director of phi- 
losophy documentation at the 
University, lecturing on the implica- 
tions of computer technology for so- 
ciety, expressed ambivalence toward 
change. Concerned with the displace- 
ment of people from their lobs by 
computers, he said he is also con- 
cerned with the profits of companies. 
"But we're looking ac this problem 
too simplistically," Arpad countered. 
"We're looking at the short-term 
rather than the long-term effects. It 
really all comes down to what kinds of 
lines we want to draw, what things in 
society we really value." 
Inside 
3 Residents in Founders 
Quadrangle have been 
energy savers, lowering 
the dorm's energy consump- 
tion by 6*8 percent. 
4 If Reagan's proposed 
budget cuts are passed 
by Congress, the Met- 
ric Board, a central informa- 
tion source on metric 
conversions, will phase out of 
existence. 
8 Tonight, Bowling 
Green's men's basket- 
ball team seeks its third 
win over Ball State this sea- 
son, and at feast a share of the 
MAC championship* 
Weather 
Cloudy. High in the mid 30s, 
low in the upper teens. 70 
percent chance of precipita- 
tion. 
1 TW M. N**% Frknary U. 1M2 
Opinion 
Student government: 
what is it doing now? 
1 he time has come to find out exactly what the Student 
Government is up to. 
For the last few quarters, they have been saying "give 
us time to get organized. We are in the process of writing a 
new student body constitution and electing new officers." 
Well, the student body approved the new constitution 
and elected the new officers. 
So, now what has the Student Government done for the 
students lately? 
Well, to make a short story even shorter, they told us to 
write "to our congressmen encouraging them to vote for 
the tax increase that would save the University a lot of 
money. That was a good start for the new government, but 
what else have they done? 
The student body constitution revision committee is 
'busily' meeting. It has met once since its inception in 
November. The blame for the lack of meetings falls both 
on the Board of Trustees and the committee. The comple- 
tion of these revisions is long overdue. 
Maybe things are not as bleak as they have painted. 
We do have a form of student government. It doesn't do 
much, but it is there. 
We do have a student body constitution. It isn't quite 
right yet, but we have seen that they are attempting to 
rectify these problems - slowly. 
The terms of office for the current officers are not 
technically over yet. 
Write and call your student' body representative, and 
tell him/her you want to see some action. How can they 
yell at you about student apathy when they themselves 
are apathetic. 
And what about the fact that our new student govern- 
ment doesn't have a name yet. Maybe we should call them 
the "Do nothing Government." 
Build fences before values shatter 
This is Values and Ethics Week. 
During this week the campus min- 
isters nope that professors and stu- 
dents wifi examine how they spend 
their time, talents and resources. It is 
an attempt to encourage people to 
reflect on their actions in the work 
Elace, classroom, borne, and dormi- 
iry. But why is such reflection nec- 
essary? Don't we all know right from 
wrong? Don't we know how to spend 
our money, vote, work honestly, and 
relate to family, friends, and col- 
leagues? 
Tne ancient Israelites certainly 
knew. God gave them the ten com- 
mandments and a host of other laws 
which instructed them in everything 
from how to worship to what to eat. 
Nothing was left to chance or the 
individual. Even these laws were not 
enough. The Jews have a tradition in 
which they "put a fence around the 
law." This simply means that they 
extend the law to be sure that it is 
E reserved. Eve examplif ies this tradi- 
on (Gen. 3. 15). When the serpent 
talks to the woman she states the case 
for obedience even more stronelv 
than did God: "From the fruit of the 
tree that is in the midst of the garden, 
God said, 'you shall not eat from it 
and you shall not touch it, lest you 
die." God had only forbidden the 
eating of the fruit of the tree (Gen. 2. 
17) but Eve 'fenced the law' knowing 
that if the tree is not touched, then its 
fruit cannot be eaten. 
Most Christians sneer at this tradi- 
tion as legalistic, cumbersome and 
the very thing which Christ came to 
shatter. And certainly as a Christian I 
am thankful that Christ reminded us 
that God not the law is our salvation. 
Nevertheless by replacing the compli- 
cated legal code with "loving God and 
neighbor" (see Mark 12.29-31, Luke 
10.27, Romans 13.8-10) Christians 
have opened their own version of 
Pandora's Box. No one needs to be 
reminded that Christians even in the 
Focus 
by Janice Maatman 
Campus Minister, St. Thomas More 
same denomination do not agree on 
what is right. The big questions of our 
day; defense spending, social pro- 
grams, the use of money, land, and 
resources, find Christians arguing on 
both sides. Ethics means a system or 
code of morals of a particular person, 
religion, group, or profession. Bui 
doctors and politicians, lawyers and 
lodge members Catholics and Luther- 
ans, no mainline group that I know of 
agree on a system of code of morals. 
The weight falls on individuals. The 
world is various hues of grey. Some- 
times I long only for simplicity; to 
belong to a group with a rule book or 
to be a child playing "Mother May I." 
But there is no turning back. We are 
stuck with lonely decisions and long 
nights of ponderng our actions. We 
need to begin the habit of reflection; 
talking to others about how to work 
and love, consulting your own tradi- 
tion for clues, using prayer for 
guidance- 
Begin to build fences of your own 
before you discover your values shat- 
tered. 
0^ -jjiAWStWnccK -TO""* avmtmjt: 
Ohio schools: A political football   Letters- 
I would like to commend (he three 
University students, Bruce Johnson, 
Margie Potapchuk, and Lisa Borre- 
son for their involvement in the 
movement that opposes the proposed 
state budget cuts for higher educa- 
tion. Mr. Johnson and Ms. Potapchuk, 
student body president and vice-presi- 
dent, respectively, are properly rep- 
resenting their constituents with this 
lobbying effort to gain back monies 
originally budgeted to higher educa- 
tion. However, the solution to raise 
the state sales tax is, at best, a poor, 
stopgap, patchwork solution to a prob- 
lem that has haunted the state of 
Ohio, throughout the Rhodes years in 
the governor's mansion. 
This is not to blame the students for 
supporting the sales'tax proposal, for 
it appears to be the only alternative 
proposal being discussed by the pow- 
ers that be in Columbus. It would be 
politically ill-advised for the students 
to turn their backs on the only major 
plan presented that would partially 
Erevent that massive budgetary cut- 
ack. 
What is most disturbing about the 
whole incident is the Rhodes/Republi- 
can traditional approach of talking 
about luring new industry to stimu- 
late growth in the Ohio economy. It is 
gainfully obvious with the out-migra- 
on of population and industry from 
Ohio, thai this approach has been a 
total disaster. Rhodes has not only 
failed in his efforts to reindustrialize 
Ohio, but in his frenzy to implement 
his industrialization of Ohio, his ad- 
ministration has been tragically neg- 
ligent in funding all forms of 
education, mental health and mental 
retardation programs, and the most 
minimal social service activities. 
The Rhodes efforts to expand the 
industrial base has failed, not because 
of all the tax breaks offered, but, at 
least, partially because of the lack of 
Focus 
by Patrick J. Whitman 
University Student 
real services the state can provide to 
potential new Ohioans. Ohio has be- 
come legendary nationwide for its 
school closings and atrocious funding 
practices of just the basic social pro- 
grams. 
Ohio is not going to turn around as 
long as we hold onto the antiquated 
property tax system that funds pri- 
mary and secondary education and a 
system that gives piecemeal contribu- 
tions to higher education based, not on 
a need or potential return, but on 
votes in the fall elections. Rhodes has 
argued that low taxes will bring new 
industry to Ohio and prevent popula- 
tion out-migration that causes major 
budgetary problems to the state. The 
result is an insufficient tax base that 
prevents Ohio from being the least bit 
competitive in providing the nec- 
essary state services and proper edu- 
cational activities for its citizens. 
The education and training of a 
state's citizenry is the tapping and 
development of vital human re- 
sources that cannot be ignored. But 
Ohio has ignored that resonsibility, 
and Bowling Green State University 
has been a prime example of that: 
One cannot operate a facility of qual- 
ity, year in and year out on austerity 
budgets and hiring freezes. A local 
school system cannot educate prop- 
erly when its students and staff are 
constantly required to campaign for 
school levies, wondering if any extra- 
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curricular activities will continue the 
next week, if the school will even be 
open next month. 
Traditional answers to the present 
state budget problems have not 
worked in the past, and there is no 
special reason to expect them to work 
this time. Our educational system in 
Ohio has been a political football too 
many years, and Ohio is beginning to 
pay the price. Ohio has to reach out 
and find a new approach to establish a 
stable financing system for education 
and the barest of essential state serv- 
ices. Just raising sales taxes will 
Srovide a patchwork temporary fix 
or a problem that will not be put off 
any longer. 
We, as a state, must accept the 
tough reality that artificially low 
taxes are no bargain and that we have 
saved money at the expense of a most 
vital resource too long. That vital 
resource is the education. But, a sim- 
ple raise in the sales tax is not the 
answer, a whole new approach to 
educational finance is necessary. And 
frankly, the Republican party has 
held the governor's mansion for six- 
teen of the last twenty years, and 
based on that record and considering 
the Republican gubanatorial candi- 
dates now in the race, students should 
look to the Democratic candidates in 
the governor's race. 
It is time for students to give this 
situation their attention. Especially 
considering that we can expect no 
help from Washington, to aid in the 
struggle to receive a proper education 
at a reasonable cost to students. I feel 
that any one of the three major Demo- 
cratic dandidates can approach this 
crisis in education, in a more positive, 
enlightened manner than the Republi- 
can alternatives. 
Respond— 
Students diagnose 
health center service 
I just may agree with Mr. Duffey 
and Mr. Traunero, that the Health 
Service (SHS) is not run efficiently. 
To be able to walk off the street at 
anytime and demand a pair of 
crutches, which Mr. Duffey did and 
was politely refused (I was there) is 
uncalled for. Look at the facts folks. 
Mr. Duffey diagnosed his own ailment 
and refused to be examined by a 
doctor (crutch policy). Therefore he 
must have known whether he needed 
them or not (must be a med student). 
Why shucks, it would have been 
easier and more efficient to go (hob- 
ble) to Wood County Hospital and 
purchase a new set at $15 a pair 
(without rubber hand grips). The SHS 
charges an outrageous rental fee of 
25t per day (including hand grips). 
Would it be more efficient to allow 
the whole student body (better than 
15,000) to have access to only 10 canes 
and 60 pair of crutches for self-diag- 
nosed ailments, at anytime? 
Who knows, maybe we can start a 
crutch craze. 
Right on Mr. Traunero! It is absurd 
to walk in to the SHS anytime of day 
or evening (our convenience) to see a 
physician and have to wait two hours. 
At home all we have to do is call our 
family doctor for an appointment 
(best to call a week in advance) to be 
DOONESBURY 
examined for an illness we may have 
at the moment. Heck, it only costs in 
the neighborhood of $15-$30 per visit, 
and some doctors will still charge a 
no-show fee. Also, we get to see our 
home doctor immediately, you know, 
maybe in half an hour or so (I love 
reading those outdated Field and 
Stream magazines). 
TSK.TSK, the SHS has no physician 
fee, nurse fee, or receptionist fee, and 
I nave yet to find a coin slot in the 
color television that sits in the waiting 
room. 
I am quite relieved that home doc- 
tors are able to remedy "ailments" 
and "situations" without prescrip- 
tions in a few visits as possible. That 
allows the SHS physicians more time 
to treat other students. Students who 
understand there is only the equiva- 
lent of three full-time physicians for 
over 15,000 students (one thing those 
students won't have to be treated for, 
and that is, patience). 
For all understanding students let 
us hope and pray (your preference) 
that tne Duff eys and Trauneros do not 
really become sick. 
Timothy Young 
Rt. 105 7368 Scotch Ridge Road 
Thomas Kelly 
670 Frazee A»e. * 27 
Ricky Gonzalez 
203 Alpha Sigma Phi 
No challenge left in 
Pedestrian Pinball 
I have become concerned of late at 
the lack of challenge left in one of my 
favorite sports. It is a sport that has 
always been popular with University 
students. I am of course speaking of 
Pedestrian Pinball. 
In days past, an experienced player 
might be able to rack up a score in the 
teens after playing for a couple of 
hours on a Friday or Saturday night. 
During the morning and afternoon 
hours It was difficult to hit even five 
pedestrians in the course of two or 
three hours. Sometimes you would 
have to drive almost up onto the 
sidewalk to hit somebody. 
Now, everyone walks down the mid- 
dle of the street and they don't even 
lean out of the way, much less run. 
Even an inexperienced driver can 
rack up a score of fifteen to twenty in 
one block on a Monday morning. For 
an experienced player of Pedestrian 
Pinball the thrill is gone, but if you 
are a new driver and wish to rack up a 
personal all time high score, might I 
suggest cruising Troup Street or 
South College ten to twenty minutes 
before the change of classes. 
Joyce Lambert 
1005 North Grove IC-S 
by Garry Trudeau 
If you would like to comment on 
something in The BG News or 
anything of interest to the campus 
community, write to The News. 
The letter or guest column should 
be typewritten, triple-spaced and 
signed. Please include you address 
and telephone number for verifica- 
tion. Letters to the editor should 
not be longer than 200 words and 
columns should not be long than 500 
words. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject letters or portions of letters 
that are in bad taste, malicious or 
libelous. All are subject to 
condensation. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor 
The BG News 
106 University Hall 
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Task force lowers energy consumption in Founders 
by Becky Bracht 
New* staff reporter 
An energy consumption progr&m 
implemented in Founders Quadran- 
gle by the Energy Task Force has 
lowered the dorm's energy consump- 
tion by 6.8 percent as compared to the 
it conserving will help to 
keep the utility bill from rising more. 
same time period last year, Jim 
Sharp, program coordinator, said. 
"We want to change and modify 
students' lifestyles so that they use 
less energy," Sharp said. The pro- 
gram, which started Feb. 10, will 
continue until March 10. 
The University's utility budget is 
$1.25 million and Founders' electric 
bill is $180 per day, Sharp said. With 
the rising cost of energy, Sharp ex- 
plained that
; goal of Ihe Task Force is to cut 
energy consumption by 10 percent 
from the same time last year. If 
Founders reaches this goal, the resi- 
dents will be treated to an ice cream 
social and the same type of program 
will be implemented in all ouier resi- 
dence halls, Sharp said. 
KYLE DUGAN, a public relations 
intern for Sharp who is helping with 
the project, said they chose Founders 
because it is a metered dorm and 
therefore easier to measure day to 
day electric consumption. 
Also, the girls are young and we 
thought it was a better idea to focus 
our efforts on them," Dugan said, 
adding that they hope the girls can 
start now to establish energy conser 
vation habits that will carry on after 
they are out of the dorm. 
Doreen Aiello, Founders Hall Direc- 
tor, said the response from the girls 
has been mostly positive. "I didn't 
expect them to get as into it as they 
have." she said. 
"There have been some com- 
plaints," she said. Because of the 
recent room and board increase, 
some girls do not understand how 
conserving energy is going to help 
keep costs down. 
"THEY    DONT    UNDERSTAND 
that the more they waste the more 
fees will continue to go up," Aiello 
said. 
"We've been explaining what 
wastes energy and what doesn't. 
Some people asked if we were going to 
unscrew light bulbs in the hallway," 
she said. Nothing that drastic has 
been implemented. 
Dugan said little things like turning 
the light and the stereo off before 
leaving the room is what they are 
trying to get the girls to do. "We want 
them to be more energy aware." 
Sharp suggested the girls towel 
their hair longer before getting the 
hair dryer out and keeping only one 
appliance on at a time, as well as 
remembering to turn lights and appli- 
ances off before leaving the room. 
NIGHT GUARDS and resident ad- 
visers have been helping by turning 
off televisions and lights in empty 
lounges, Aiello said. "I'd like to think 
it's a conscious effort and will become 
habit-forming," she said. 
Energy waster stickers have been 
issued to the R.A.'s. Whenever a girl 
sees someone wasting energy they 
can get a sticker and tape it to that 
person's door. 
Most floors are having competitions 
to see who can make It through the 
time period getting the least amount 
of stickers. Kris Coppola, an R.A. on 
third floor Tread way, said whoever 
has the least amount of stickers on 
her floor at the end of the time period 
will win a pizza. 
Pam Peek, R.A. on fourth floor 
Treadway, said she has noticed a 
change in people's habits. "The ice 
cream is an incentive, but I think they 
want to see if they can do it," she said. 
JEANNE RAYMOND, a junior liv- 
ing on third floor Mooney, said she 
thinks it is a good idea, but it should 
have been more publicized. Letters 
were sent to all residents by the task 
force, but Raymond said she thinks 
most people did not read them. 
Raymond's R.A., Sue Frericks, said 
she thinks the conservation effort is in 
the back of the girl's minds, but she's 
not sure how serious they are taking 
it. 
"My girls aren't too gung-ho about 
it," Frericks said. 
Anne Webner, a University fresh- 
man, is the hall council representa- 
tive for ground floor Treadway. She 
said girls are making more of an 
effort to conserve energy than before. 
"WE DONT WALK OUT of the 
room anymore without turning things 
off. I think we're making more of a 
conscious effort," Webner said. 
Kathy Kelly, a freshman also on 
ground floor   Treadway,  does  not 
agree with Webner. "They want us to 
cut down on the energy we're using 
but nobody's really doing anything 
about it," she said. "Ji you want to 
win the pizza you'll do it. 
"We've already paid our room and 
board for this quarter so why should 
we be doing this now?" Kelly said. 
After spring break, the Founders 
staff will be checking closely to try 
and see if the gtars habits were 
changed or if it was just something 
they did for the ice cream social. If 
the girl's habits were not changed, the 
staff will continue with the program 
and try to emphasize it more, Aiello 
said. 
The program is purely positive, 
Sharp said. Nothing will happen to the 
girls if they do not reach their goal. 
"They just won't get the ice cream, 
he said. 
Week urges Universitystudents to 'dry out' 
Drinking is a weekly activity for 
many University students, but this 
week they will have the opportunity to 
find alternatives to alcohol use. 
"Cold Turkey Week '82," sponsored 
by the Office of Residence Life, be- 
gins today, and all students are en- 
couraged to give up alcohol for a 
week. 
Persons wishing to participate will 
be asked to sign contracts at their 
residence halls, stating they will not 
drink through March 3, Carol Jean 
Wilson, programmer for the Office of 
Residence Life, said. 
At the end of the week, students will 
be given a diploma stating that they 
succeeded in staying dry, Wilson said. 
"WE DECIDED to take a real di- 
rect approach to alcohol," Wilson 
said. 
"There seems to be a more psycho- 
logical dependence on it to nave a 
good time,   sne added. 
The week will feature alternative 
activities to drinking. 
On Wednesday, there will be an 
opening reception in all residence 
halls, and a film entitled Alcohol Use 
and Draeula' will be shown in the Mid 
American Room of Harshman Quad- 
rangle, at 7 p.m. A film entitled 
Drinking and Driving will be shown at 
9 p.m. in the McDonald East Lounge. 
The Student Recreation Center will 
be sponsoring a "Get Juiced at the 
Rec Center" on Thursday from 7-9 
p.m. in the upstairs lounge, where 
non-alcoholic beverages will be 
served. 
AN "ADl BAND CONTEST" and 
party will be held on Friday at 9 p.m. 
Musicians   and   their   pantomime 
I per" 
of Kohl Hall. 
Gamblers can entertain themselves 
at "Casino Night" in the Mid-Am 
room on Friday at 9 p.m. 
Lectures during the week will deal 
with alcohol abuse, stress manage- 
ment and physical effects of alcohol 
on the body. 
Although there will be no alcoholic 
parties in the residence halls, stu- 
dents will have temptations, Wilson 
said. 
"It's going to depend on their per- 
sonal desire and commitment to it," 
she said. "And I think a lot of it's 
going to be peer pressure." 
"If you can't accept the challenge, 
if you can't go the week without 
alcohol, what does that say to you?" 
she said. 
Wilson added that "Cold Turkey 
Week" is not limited to alcohol users. 
She said students can give up smoking 
or eating sweets, also. 
"It's a self discipline week as much 
as anything," she said. 
WE CHALLENGE 
YOU 
Supervise 150 People and a 
Multi-Million Dollar Operation. 
And do it well. If you're an ambitious, hardworking college graduate 
who's looking for a challenging career, perhaps training to become a 
Manager at a Hills Department Store is your kind of career challenge. 
It's a big responsibility. But you'll be ready for it. Because we offer one of 
the most thorough training programs in the industry. Hills training and 
our extensive Career Advancement Program have seen a number of 
our Assistant Managers become General Managers of an entire store in 
less time than with most other major.retailers. And it can 
work that way for you. 
Your job will involve long hours and relocation, but it can be a rewarding 
career as you grow with Hills. 
To learn more about the outstanding opportunities Hills can offer, why 
not talk to one of our Personnel Representatives. 
Just bring your resume to the placement office so we'll be 
certain td^stee you when we're on your campus. 
We'll be there on  
Contact your placement office for details. 
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity and Alpha Phi Sorority 
Present the 1982 
fl0*»*     ^'A/G 
Beer Blast & Raffle 
Saturday Feb. 27th 
N.E. Commons 
8:30 -12:30 p.m. 
Grand Prize 
Drawing 
Featuring the Band... 
A weekend trip for 
two to Orlando 
Plus over 50 Door Prizes 
"SMACK" 
*     FLORIDA FLING     *      FLORIDA FLING    *      FLORIDA FLING     * 
DON'T 
MISS 
OUT 
IN 
VALUABLE COUPONS   JSST 
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"Charge Into" mj BGSU Students 
MARCH 20-28.1982 
% -me ouesnrc*-THC sealer CITY 
All-inclusive Package! 
Enjoy the tun and sandy 
beaches of Fort LauderdsJe. 
Florida over your Spring 
Break for just SI99includin|: 
1
 Bi—alula] TnMportattM Ha DtLiui MoWrcwdi 
Duly   Buffet   MMI   «htk   hi   Fwi   LaarJinJlt' 1
   OLuir   AntMdMMn   lot   the    eafalh   °*   )•"" 
nay at   rfce FawM ar na—pinfcar aMtri feeiwrMa: 
Air Omdmomd Romm 
Color  Ttkriito* ana* r%wi M far* room 
Urge Ht*t*4 fool md Hoi Tub Spu 
•Chleift" roobldt Bar 
For Reservations and Information call 
Jeff -354-1644 
or 
John —352-1617 
CHARGE IT with you 
With a deposit of only 1100.00. you can CHARGE the balance 
on your Blue Keycanl and you won't be billed until March 31. 
1982! Your Blue Keycani a accepted at fine Restaurants. . 
Nightclubs and merchants throughout Fort Laudcrdale once 
you get here, and should you need it, you'll be able to get an 
>t—ggflgY fjgft gJYiim *t our Fort Laudcrdale office. You 
must be a Bat* Keyctrd member to take advantage of this trip. 
It's easy to get yours today - just pick up an application at any 
of our Bowling Green merchants who accept the card 
Blue  Keycard 
Falcons 
here* a city in Europe-^ QoM       , ^y^. 
So unravel these nddles, and uncover its key. 
C_A RT_e s.£ NC 
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g§ 
i. 
&*m 
TO PLAY THE GAME: 
Answer each of the riddles that will appear here each 
week in February. Wme your answer in the blanks below 
each riddle The letters with numbers below them corres- 
pond to the numbered spaces In the master key. As you 
fill in the letters of the master key, you will be spelling the 
name and location of a secret city in Europe Send us 
the solution, and you and a fnend could win a trip there, free 
TO ENTER SWEEPSTAKES: 
1. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 
2. Grand Prize consists of two regular rouno-tnp economy airiaree 
10 me MOM My. 30-dey Euraapami. American Youth Hostel 
paean, two backpacks and Jiooo in cash 
3. Cut out master key tor use as official entry Wank or us* 3" i5' 
card Pnnt your answer along with your name and address. Man 
» Secret City Sweepstakes. PO Bo» 6018. Norwalk, CT 06852 
4. The flfst l .000 correct respondents wet receive a poster as an 
entry prue. 
5. All entries must be received by 3/15/82 Enter as often as you 
wish, but each entry must be maMd separately 
I. A random drawing of sH correct entries will be held 3/22/82 by 
the Highland Group, sn independent |udgino, organization wtioee 
deaeion a final 
7. Sweepstakes void where prohoted. taxed or otherwas restricted 
S. AH potential winners may be required to sign an affidavit of ek- 
gouty 10 verity compkance with the rules within 30 days or receipt 
of same For a wto'pnnwMnars, send seH-addrasesd. stamped 
envelope to Secret City Sweepstakes c/o Highland Group. 16 
Knight St. Nnwafc. CT 08861 
WHAT AM I? 
/ work all day 
and through the dark of night, 
So strong 
and yet so frail when love does leave, 
Whenlstop, 
I cause alarming fright, 
I swell with pride 
and cause a chest to heave. 
2 14 U        10,6 
lAnHun to «kk #3 Riddk: TEACHER) 
■fl»»»»^a»* 
qeNCRAL FOODS* iNTeRNATiONAL copfees 
MAK6 QOOD COMPANY. C General Fooda Corporation igaj2 
* The K Ntwi Fekreiry 24. IW2 
15/,30REEKre 
On your College Ring 
t_w«3 
See your Jostens' Representative. 
Dm February 22-27 
PUCE University Bookstore 
J»HH 
Worker gains his education in factory 
by Rudy Stephen 
News reporter 
He looks just like the guy who sat on the other side of 
the room in your English 112 class. But he never took 
English 112, nor will he ever take any college classes. 
Tom "Sharky" Gehring does not wear a tag that labels 
him as a sophomore or a junior; he works in a factory. 
While students are concerned with credit hours, regis- 
tration, grades and graduation, he is concerned with 
overtime hours, salary and advancement. 
Gehring, of Massillon, said his primary goal is to settle 
into middle class bliss, meaning a good paying job with 
security, a happy family, a nice nouse in the suburbs and 
the whole "dog and slippers" idea. 
The factory is his means to bliss and college to him is just an option that he didn't take. 
"MOST OF MY friends are going to college," Gehring 
said, "and they can't understand why I work in a factory. 
It's really no mystery. I do it for all the reasons that they 
go to college, and I don't go to college for all the reasons 
that they don't work in a factory." 
Gehring thinks that college life and factory life, al- 
though strikingly different, are similar. The major 
differences, he feels, is in the way college students 
establish their own work schedule, and in the obvious 
difference between classroom and factory work. 
He compares fraternities to unions, Colorado hikers to 
work boots, meal coupons to a lunch box, and the goals of 
a student to those of a factory worker. 
"I never cared about going to college," Gehring said, 
"but I imagine I want the same thing you all do. I'm just 
going about getting it in a different way." 
"While you are signing over checks to Bowling Green, 
I'm receiving checks from Controlled Powers, Inc.," he 
said, "but I suppose students all feel that their money 
making capacity and education will make them superior 
to me in the Ions run." 
HE SAID HE is being educated in a different way and 
that the job he has at the factory gives him the kind of 
satisfaction that a businessman gets from working on a 
particular project for an extended period of time. ''Hell, 
it's the same thing but with a different value attached," 
he said. 
Gehring's day at the factory starts at 7 a.m. and ends 
at 3:30 p.m. "When I miss work, though," he said, "it's 
called missing work, not 'blowing it ofl.' " 
He bowls Tuesday and Saturday night in leagues, but 
said he spends most of his time with his girlfriend who is 
a secretary at the factory where he works. 
At 20 years old, he still lives at home and is content 
with his routine, although he admits he is a little anxious 
for all his friends to graduate so they can join the work 
force. 
"At least then," he said, "maybe they'll be able to 
relate to what I do, and working in a factory will seem 
more appealing to them." 
"In the meantime," he said wryly, "I'll keep punching 
the clock and granting interviews to college boys." 
Joint committee meets to reach redistrict plan 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Members of a joint confer- 
ence committee voiced guarded optimism yesterday that 
they can reach an agreement on a congressional redis- 
tricting bill. 
"We had a friendly discussion. I think we can move 
toward trying to accommodate each other," Sen. Paul R. 
Matia (R-Westlake) said following a closed, informal 
meeting that lasted 45 minutes. 
He said he and the other five memmbers of the panel, 
meeting in advance of their formal appointment, went 
over ground rules and discussed possible areas of nego- 
tiation. 
"We talked about the things everyone is interested in," 
Matia said, adding that the group probably will have 
another session on Wednesday. 
REP. Terry M. Tranter (D-Cincinnati), sponsor of the 
Democratic bill which passed the House - only to be 
rewritten by the GOP Senate - also was positive about 
the first session. 
"I think everyone wants to come to a reasonable 
solution," he said. 
Tranter and the other two Democratic conferees 
caucused among themselves later Tuesday, drawing up 
a list of their priorities for a new congressional district 
map. 
He said he, Rep. Barney Quilter (D-Toledo) and Sen. 
Charles L. Butts (D-Cleveland) would take the list to the 
Wednesday meeting and try to get the actual negotiating 
process under way. 
MATIA, along with Sen. Thomas A. Van Meter (R- 
Ashland) later held a closed session with Senate Presi- 
dent Paul E. Gillmor (R-Port Clinton), who also had sat 
in on the meeting with Democrats. 
Gillmor was also optimistic, saying he thinks the two 
houses have "better than a 50-50 chance" of getting a bill 
to avoid having redistricting done by a federal court. 
Republicans already have filed an action in U.S. 
District Court in Columbus, hopeful of getting a friendly 
(GOP) judge in case the Legislature cannot come up with 
21 new U.S\ House districts. 
Ohio is losing two of its existing 23 seats as a result of 
population shifts reflected in the 1980 Federal Census. 
BUTTS and other Democrats have threatened to go 
into court unless the conference committee scraps a GOP 
amendment which put Rep. Louis Stokes (D-Cleveland) 
and Rep. Mary Rose Oakar (D-Cleveland) in the same 
district. 
Stokes is the only black member of the state's congres- 
sional delegation; Oakar is the only woman. 
Matia has been equally adamant about the deletion of a 
House provision which put Rep. Ronald Mottl (D-Parma) 
in the same district with Rep. Dennis E. Eckart (D- 
Euclid). 
ATTENTION 
GRADUATE STUDENTS! 
SEVENTH ANNUAL 
BLUE GRASS FESTIVAL 
featuring 
HOT MUD FAMILY 
February 27 8-11:30 
St. Thomas Moore's 
Budget cuts may hurt metric conversion 
by Marilyn Rosinski 
News staff reporter 
The people \)f the United 
States are facing yet an- 
other crossroads in the 
conversion to metric mea- 
surement systems. 
If Congress should pass 
the proposed Reagan bud- 
get, funding will be de- 
creased for the Metric 
Board. With $2 million in 
funding, down from $2.7 
million for the last fiscal 
period, the Board will 
phase out of existence on 
Sept. 30. Already, the per- 
CARTY 
APARTMENTS 
& HOUSES 
• HOUSES FOR 7/8 STUDENTS 
• APARTMENTS FOR W STUDENTS 
ALL NEAR CAMPUS / 9 MOS. LEASES 
QI I1M1W F" R    *2 '/2 mos- leases available Ot-FITHTll-»**     starting at $170.00 per month- 
Carty Apts. ($425 for the 
entire summer 
•Houses & Rooms also 
available for summer 
rentals 
• Efficiencies available on short or long term leases 
Phone:  352-7365 
»"•#• *m* *r— 
Congratulations 
to the new 1982-1983 
Panhellenic Cabinet 
Greek Unit* Debi Gruber 
Intramural* 
Representative Barb Scott 
Publicity .Karen Baxa 
Community 
Service" Jane Hausfeld 
Faculty 
Relations. Cyndt Nelson 
Scholarship Nancy Toth 
Greek Representative  Ju,ie Miller 
Constitution   Kim Vanderwort 
RSA Rep Beth Friedl 
}   SGA Rep Karen Washbush   f 
UAO Rep Paula Stewart 
Leadership 
Development •,••• Beth Burand 
sonnel staffing the office 
has declined, a Metric 
Board spokesperson said. 
Without the Metric 
Board, there will be no 
central information source 
for the people of the United 
States as the voluntary 
conversion to metric mea- 
surements continues. They 
also advise business firms, 
especially those involved 
in international trade, in 
the best manner to convert 
to metric systems within 
their specific industry, the 
spokesperson said. 
This is not the first time 
that the United States has 
approached the metric 
conversion and subse- 
quently backed away. 
OUR HISTORY began 
with our emulation of the 
English system, bv using 
their standard of inches 
and pounds as the basis for 
our measurements. 
Thomas Jefferson had 
hoped that when he set our 
coinage in multiples of tens 
that the same system of 
ciphering would be trans- 
lated into other means of 
measure. 
But the English bond 
was too strong. 
The length of a yard had 
been established by using a 
rod approximating the 
lenght of the arm of Queen 
Elizabeth I. A container, 
around so long that no one 
knew   its   origins,   rep- 
t "\ 
The Air Force is currently 
accepting applications for 
PHot and Navigator training. To 
qualify you must be a college 
senior within 9 months of graduation 
or currently have at least a Bachelors 
Degree. We offer an excellent starting 
•alary - complete medical and dental 
care — 30 days paid vacation each year — 
20 year retirement and much more. Rnd out 
If you can qualify for Air Force flight training 
today. Contact the BGSU Placement OUIce 
for interview dates or call SSgt. Larry G. Lee 
at 47*9238. 
» r.«-ayolU. 
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resented a bushel as the 
standard. Both these offi- 
cial models of measure 
were stored in the House of 
Lords when a fire de- 
stroyed the wooden relics 
of measure in 1834. 
BECAUSE this loss 
came at a time when En- 
glish people were dissatis- 
fiea with their 
measurement system, 
they began using more 
metrics. The metric sys- 
tem was not officially 
adopted until May 24,1965. 
France and Germany 
converted in the mid-1800s 
by official governmental 
action coupled with strict 
Knalties for deviation 
>m the metric system. 
In 1866, the scientific 
community put pressure 
on Congress to convert the 
United States to the metric 
system. For the first time 
in history, Congress wrote 
a law that mentioned met- 
rics. But it only em- 
phasized that the people 
could" use the metric 
system, not that they 
"should" use it. 
"The work of time and 
through the education of 
the rising generation," 
said one of the scientists 
proposing the change, "the 
metric system would still 
become a reality." That 
was a vain hope as time 
passed and no change oc- 
curred. 
The feeling that time and 
education will bring about 
the conversion still is the 
government attitude, the 
spokesman said. 
THE OPTION outlined 
by the current legislation 
includes government help, 
but no deadlines or com- 
pulsary compliance, he 
said. 
At the turn of the cen- 
tury, when Dr. Samuel 
Stratton established the 
National Bureau of Stan- 
dards, he favored the met- 
ric system and hoped that 
the time had come to to 
establish it as law. The 
legislation came close to 
Eassing Congress in 1900 
ut a strong antimetric 
lobbv gradually forced the 
defeat of later bills. 
Even as the scientific 
and industrial growth with 
many international con- 
nections continued, the 
United States backed down 
from-usihg the metric sys- 
tem one more time. 
In 1968, Congress funded 
a study through the Com- 
merce Department to eval- 
uate the feasibility of a 
metric conversion. 
THE RESULTS pub- 
lished in 1971 said the 
United States should ex- 
plore options for conver- 
sion and be completely 
integrated to the metric 
system by 1985. 
Congress passed the bill 
founding the Metric Board 
to facilitate the conver- 
sion. President Gerald 
Ford signed it into law on 
December 23,1975. 
Contrary to public im- 
pression, the board's pur- 
pose was not to promote 
metric over any other sys- 
tem said the spokesman. 
The Metric Board was 
merely to assist industry 
with information helpful to 
conversion. A 10-year pe- 
riod was projected as an 
3ilium period for the en- 
re country to be accla- 
mated to metric life style. 
"We're still preceding to 
carry out that mandate 
until our funding runs 
out," spokesman said. 
ALPHA DELTA PI 
congratulates 
its new officers 
President - Cheryl Stein 
Executive Vice President - Joan Sepela 
Pledge Director Vice President - Mary Hitt 
Co-Treasurers - Mary May»& Cathy Walsh 
Rush Chairman - Joy Watson 
Recording Secretary - Kim Radugge 
House Chairman - Kim Touve 
Corresponding Secretary - Ann Wahl 
Steward - Sue Shamhart 
Standards - Cathleen Williams 
Guard - Kim Touve 
Panhel Reps. - Ann Wahl & Stephanie White 
Social Chairman - Kaye Kirk 
Scholarship - Cathy Whipple 
Asst. Pledge - Deb Connelly 
Asst. Rush - Karen Weakley 
Registrar - Carol Smolko 
Chaplain - Vicki VanSteenkiste 
Exec.-at-large - Vicki VanSteenkiste < 
& 
Jamie Smith I 
Many thanks to the old officers 
Tkt K New. Ftkraary U, IW2 S 
Buy One Dozen Donuts 
Get One Dozen Donut Holes 
Free With Coupon 
Mcning Delivery Available M-F Till 10:30 A M 
SAT & SUN TILL 11 30 A M PH. 352-4162 
THE       £*>, 
GETAWAY tp- 
991 S. MAIN \      \>*SI 
[Expires 3/5/82 OneCoupritn 
HAIR 
REPAIR 
30% on an 
Haircuts and Perms 
Mon. thru Wed. Only 
March 1-3 
MUST PRESENT 
THIS COUPON 
1616 E. Wooster 
These 
Valuable 
Coupons 
BRIGHAM'S  GREENHOUSE 
.Plant Sale 
CASH & CARRY 
8" Hanging Plants 
(with this coupon) 
Feb. 25 thru 28 
1030 N. Main 352-2686 
Hrs.: 9-5:30 Mon.-Sal. 
 JLlSNb  
mm 
FREE 
ITEM 
on any s<ze pizza with one or more 
additional items 
ASK for It when ordering 
On* coupon por plxxa 
pH%r,k3:s f( — DaMvsjru 352-3166 Expires Feb. 28, 1982 
Mr. Bojangles 
Tonight IS 
TACO & MARGARITA 
NIGHT 
No Cover With This Coupon 
AT 
Mr. Bojangles 
Live Rock-N-Roll Five Nights A Week 
Good On Wed. Feb. 24 Only 
LAST SATURDAY 2/28/82 DAY 
ON JANUARY 27, WE PUBLISHED AND 
DISTRIBUTED A COUPON/SURVEY GOOD FOR 75' 
OFF ANYTHING IN SAM Bs SUBSHOP 
ANYONE WHO HASN'T REDEEMED THAT COUPON 
YET SHOULD DO SO BY FEB 28. 1982. WE WILL NO 
LONGER REDEEM THAT COUPON AFTER THAT 
DATE 
FRESHLY-BAKED 
CHOCOLATE 
CHIP 
COOKIES 
$ 
2 FORI 
(LIMIT  1   DOZEN) 
Available in our Wineshop ■ 
OFFER GOOD UNTIL  MARCH 31. 1982 
t 
BOOT 
SALE 
OUTPOST WESTERN 
STORE 
Corner of Clough & Main 
Hrs. M-F 10-8 
Sat. 10-6 
I 354-1404 
$15 off any 
Men's or Ladies' 
Frye Boots 
Expires March 19 
c 
\ 
,8. \    ****    ACS"*,**- 
<•<* 
\   w 
MYLES PIZZA PUB 
51* E. Wooster 
Myles Pizza Pub 
352-1504 
(l)One Coupon Per Order 
EXPIRES MARCH 8, 1982 
Free 2-Liter Bottle 
of Tab with 
14" (2) item or more pizza 
Myles Pizza Pub 
352-1504 
(l)One Coupon Per Order 
EXPIRES MARCH 4, 1982 
Free 2-Liter Bottle 
of Tab with any 
14" (2) item or more pizza 
HAIR STYLING 
Prices are right... 
You don't need a coupon! 
* Perms start at 
$18.50 and go up to $50.00 
(includes haircut & 
blowdry) 
* Haircuts $5.00 
Mini Mall Beauty Salon 
190 S. Main 
352-7658 
I 
I 
I 
.  I 
I 
I 
-J 
mm 
Nature's Manna 
POTION C 
Vitamin C Orange 
Flavored Drink 
reg. $5.25 
now $4.50 
ALMONDS 
reg. $2.50/lb 
now $2.00/lb 
(with this coupon) 
Expires March 2. 1982 
Carousel Beauty Shop 
V2 price off on a haircut 
or 
30% off on a perm with Gayle 
Also Guys & Gals: Unicurl Body 
Amplifier. Not a set or a perm but a 
treatment that will realign the structure 
of your hair to hold your style in place 
up to 6 full weeks. 
<$>REDKEN 
Full Service Shop 
140 E. Wooster 
352-0800 
MON-SAT 9:00-5:00 pm 
THURS til 8:00 pm 
N€^US 
YOU MUST PRESENT THIS COUPON 
GOOD THRU MARCH 13, 1982 
CASEY'S 
ORIGINAL 
IIAMSVRGSRS 
cunmi COUPON    ^^ 
Free Chili 
with the Purchase 
of Another 
CUP THIS COUPON 
Expires March 6 
I 
I 
Free Single 
with the Purchase I 
of Another 
Expires March 6 
1025 N. Main 
I 
l> 
RACK & CUE 
BETWEEN DORSEY'S & STERLINGS 
113 RAIL ROAD ST. 
BRING THIS 
POOL TABLE 
TO THE * 
RACK & CUE 
We Will Exchange It 
For 1 Hour of Pool 
At Vi price 
Oat Coaaoa per Perm pet Task 
THE NEWEST—HOTTEST 
VIDEO GAMES IN     • 
BOWLING GREEN 
Expires March 3, 1982 
I 
I 
At Charlie's Blind Pig USE THIS COUPON FOR FREE COVER Wed. Feb. 24 & Thur. Feb. 25 Party Time 
• Tte BG Newt Frkiw) 24, 1*2 
Select committee studies staff allocations 
Experience the Ultimate 
RENAISSANCE CENTER 
Detroit, Michigan 
Saturday MARCH 6 
Leave the Union Oval 10:30 AM 
Return 5:00PM  Cost $5/person 
Sign up now in the UAO Office 
3rd Floor Union 
Progress by an advisory 
committee formed to study 
University staff and oper- 
ating budget allocations is 
beginning to show in the 
form of subcommittee re- 
ports. 
Dr. Delmer Hilyard, pro- 
fessor of speech commu- 
nication, is chairing the 
Select Faculty Committee 
on Academic Staffing and 
Budget Planning, estab- 
lished last year by Interim 
President Dr. Michael Fer- 
rari. 
Ferrari asked the com- 
mittee to recommend long- 
range procedures for real- 
location of staff and funds. 
The   recommendations 
should ensure selected sup- 
port for programs, depart- 
ments and schools of 
demonstrated quality, Fer- 
rari said. 
The committee, charged 
with finding inequities of 
allocations (and their 
causes) and to develop cri- 
teria to eliminate them, 
has been meeting almost 
weekly since late October, 
Hilyard said last month. 
"IT IS NOT the commit- 
tee's responsibility to 
make judgments about 
grants ana programs," 
Hilyard said. "We're at- 
tempting to come up with 
recommendations; a set of 
frocedures for allocation 
lidgments. We're not an 
ax committee." 
The nine members 
formed subcommittees for 
academic staffing and op- 
erational budgeting, he 
said.   The   former   com- 
Cleted its report last week, 
e said, ana the operatio- 
nal budgeting report 
should be ready in about a 
week. 
The subcommittees have 
needed "time to sort out a 
tremendous amounts of 
things," he said. "It's diffi- 
cult because they've been 
very complex issues." 
After the operational 
budgeting   subcommittee 
report, Hilyard said yes- 
terday, the full committee 
will continue working, hav- 
ing a "couple of weeks of 
discussions and decisions 
in relation to some other 
recommendations." 
HILYARD PRE- 
VIOUSLY said he hoped to 
make final recommenda- 
tions by the end of the 
quarter. But. yesterday, he 
said the recommendations 
will be ready early in 
spring quarter. 
The completed subcom- 
mittee report on academic 
staffing offers nothing new 
but could be used to con- 
firm administrative ratio- 
nale, Hilyard said. 
The report defines aca- 
demic and staffing ineq- 
uities, and offers student 
credit hour and staffing 
indexes for eliminating the 
inquities. Using the first 
index, the subcommittee 
suggested that several de- 
partments could be 
granted an additional full- 
time faculty member and 
still meet Ohio Board of 
Regents instructional work 
load standards. 
Hilyard emphasized that 
the committee is serving in 
an advisory fashion for the 
University's administra- 
tion and its recommenda- 
tions will not necessarily 
be implemented. 
CAMPUS MANOR 
(Next to Sterling Milk & Dorsey Drugs) 
SUMMER 
LEASES 
1 or 2 person $220.00 Month ($110. Ea.) 
3 person $240.00 Month ($80. Ea.) 
4 person $280.00 Month ($70. Ea.) 
A/C Paid as well as most other utilities 
Model Open 12-4 weekdays and i 
11 am-12 noon on Saturdays 
Phone 352-9302 or 352-7365 Evenings    . 
Pendleton Mgt. Co. 
New Location 
853 Napoleon Apt #5 
Still have some great apartments available 
for Spring or Fall 
Village Green Luther       Forest Apartments 
352 6167    352-2276    352-6985 
Insurance bill passes Senate 
•••••••••••••••••• 
Congratulations J 
Alpha Chi Omega ^y 
* 
* 
* 
*••••••••••••••••* 
for winning FIRST PLACE in 
the DG Anchor Splash 
and 
1st in Chapter Sf     t 
and Overall Tean-    ''it 
LET THAT AX SPIRIT SHINE THROUnu 
COLUMBUS (AP) - A 
bill requiring Ohio to es- 
tablish minimum stan- 
dards for insurance 
Slides sold to supplement 
edicare cleared the Sen- 
ateyesterday 32-0. 
The measure, already 
approved by the House, is 
aimed at preventing 
abuses that have occurred 
in the sale of such policies 
by some companies in the 
past. 
Sen. Paul R. Matia, who 
sponsored the bill in the 
Senate, said it follows 
model legislation adopted 
by the National Associa- 
tion of Insurance Commis- 
sioners. 
He said federal Law, 
passed after complaints 
about supplemental cover- 
age and sales practices, 
allowed states to adopt 
their own statutes or oper- 
ate under national regula- 
tions. 
AT ISSUE are policies sold 
to cover those hospital, 
doctor and certain other 
costs Medicare does not 
Congressional investiga- 
tions have turned up evi- 
dence of fraud, forgery and 
intimidation in the sale of 
some supplemental poli- 
cies. Consumers have 
found it difficult to com- 
pare costs and benefits of 
various supplemental poli- 
cies because of sharp dif- 
ferences among them, 
lawmakers said. 
Matia said the bill would 
require Medicare supple- 
ment policies to return 
benefits that were reasona- 
ble in relation to the premi- 
ums charged. It also would 
require an outline of cover- 
age to be given to consum- 
ers before a policy is 
purchased. 
Futhermore, it would 
prevent insurers from in- 
cluding restrictions on pre- 
existing health conditions 
in a policy that were more 
restrictive than those for 
which treatment was rec- 
ommended in the six- 
months preceding the poli- 
cy's coverage. 
Unanimous approval by 
the Senate sent the bill 
back to the House for con- 
currence with Senate 
amendments. 
Second AAarkdown 
pendleton sale 
now 30% to 40% off 
«v^ Large selection of Clubhouse Sportswear 
now 50% off 
STARTS TODAY FOR 5 DAYS 
Til 
COPT SHOP 
352-4068 
117/2 E. Court 
Bowling Green 
Ohio 43402 
Posters 
Table Tents 
Bus. Cards 
Programs 
and now 
Trophies 
Screen T-Shirt Printing 
RESUMES 
DARE,TO VENTURE 
An Intellectual Challenge 
ENTERPRISES OF GREAT 
ITH AND MOMENT'(H.nkMi 
no«n now   oy wo'Vtng togerntr   we can 
reele   ■   universally   acceptable   second 
anguage   free ot ine a'cna>c orooiems o' 
palling. Ofonunc-ehon. syntax. If- 
luianties and snobbishnrsi Compieiety 
.igiated and logical, il enioids ine nan 
licapped accommodates compute's and 
xobes the hmiis of numan intelligence and ■ pression    Us   structural   pane*"*   mai 
earning and   use easy and delight It 
•opies nave been deposited m your scno 
ibrary Look one over and men gel a copy 
>* you* own — we need your help' 
OOpga. $8 50USppd 
If  you   please 
CAMILLA PUBLISHING CO. INC. 
BOX 510 MPLS.MN 55440 
■V MAN. OH* -MM CMK» OH MO 
r******-****?** ^^••^•^•^•^ >+• ^ ^ ^■^•^ef^e*-**^^^ 
PROUT 
HALL 
82-83 
WHERE ARE VOU LIVING DURING 1«Mt»3? 
ARE VOU CURRENTLY LIVING ON CAMPUS? 
ARE VOU CONSIDERING LIVING ON CAMPUS NEXT YEAR 
ARE YOU INTEREST IN A DIFFERENT CONCEPT IN RESIDENCE LIVING1 
ARE YOU WILLING TO GET INVOLVED' 
H you've entered YES consider Prout Haa'82   83 
i • An educeaoneJ experience integrating activities thai promote academe exceSenee and 
broaden exposure to ertfacumcuter pursuits a age* planned lor Prout Hal Mejor 
goats w* be to create a guet environment met encourages schoiarah* «qd provide 
programnwtg mat majranuwa personal growth and develops sfc*a o< ieede>sr«p end 
group perhceebon 
House BuWS  "**"»"» U\m Pflto- 
?4 hour vtsiuten 
OuNt hours 
Potential Programa   Hal CommteWy Count* 
Workshops 
iMfMM 
Tutomg,'Academe Advtsang 
Social a Recreeftonal Acttvraee 
StudentFac ufty Acevejee 
And More" 
'For more Information andror Application, see you Hall 
Director or atop by the.-. Office of Residence Life 
425 Student Service* Building 
MYLES PIZZA PUB 
JJIE LUNCHES      ££- 
We have taken the second markdown on a large 
group of Pendleton and Clubhouse blazers, vests, 
pants, skirts, coats and sweaters. 
STARTS AT 9:45 A.M.!!!!    BE HERE EARLY Nil!! 
Shop Macy's in Bowling Green: 
Monday thru Saturday 9:45-9 
Sunday Noon to 5 p.m. 
Macy's gives Golden Tokens with $5 purchase. macys 
LITE PRICES 
"ON      THURS        1 1:00 AM     2:00 PM 
MON     WED 
11:00 AM - 3:00 AM 
THURS     SAT 
11:00 AM    3:00 AM 
SUNDAY 
3:30 PM     2:00 AM 
516E. WOOSTER 
352 1504 
MONDAY:    MINI PIZZA DAY 
Have a 6 inch pizza with 2 items 
& Bottomless pop for only $2.19 
(DELIVERY: With can ol COKE is S2.7S) 
TUESDAY:    SUBDAY 
Have a small sub & Bottomless 
pop for $1.95. 
(DELIVERY: With can ol COKE I* $2.50) 
WEDNESDAY;    CHEF SALAD DAY 
Have a small chef salad with 3 
slices of garlic bread & 
Bottomless pop for $2.19. 
(DELIVERY: With on ol COKE It $275) 
THURSDAY: SINGLES SALAD BAR DAY 
Have a salad with garlic bread 
and Bottomless pop for $1.95. 
(Delivery: Large toaead with Qartic bread & can ol COKE Is fc.55) 
Tk. mi Stw, Fefcrury U. 1*1 7 
Lessig leads his own parade out of BG 
Editor's note: In an Interview last Monday, University 
Athletic Director James Lessig discussed his recent 
decision to take the athletic director's position at the 
University of Kansas, the NCAA's re-classification of 
Bowling Green to Division I-AA In football, and the 
University's decision to cut varsity sports because of the 
current financial crunch. In this, the first part of a three- 
part series, Lessig explains his reasons for taking the 
Kansas Job. 
by Joe Menzer 
sports editor 
There is a small banner hanging on Jim Lessig's office 
wall that bears the saying: 
"if being run out of town... 
/et in front of the crowd... 
make it look like a parade." 
But when Lessig leaves the University May 1 to take 
the athletic director's position at the University of 
Kansas, it is doubtful that he will lead a parade. By the 
same token, Lessig is hardly being run out of town. 
In his three and one-half years as athletic director, 
Bowling Green's sports teams have, for the most part, 
flourished. In a time when the state of the economy 
produces troubles for even the most financially-sound of 
universities, Lessig has done a commendable job of 
handling a shrinking athletic budget. 
Now Lessig will move on to battle similar problems at 
Kansas. It is a move that he can hardly be blamed for 
making. 
THE POSITION at Kansas became open last month 
when Bob Marcum, then the Kansas AD, suddenly 
resigned to take a higher paying job at the University of 
South Carolina. 
"I was contacted by some people that I knew out there, 
who informed me that the job was open. I thought I would 
at least be interested in talking to them so I submitted the 
required credentials," Lessig said. 
.That set off a quick chain reaction that ultimately 
ended with Lessig accepting the Job - all within roughly a 
two-week period. 
It came as a shock to many when Lessig's decision to 
take the KU Job became publicly known. Just last spring, 
Lessig turned down a similar job offer from the Univer- 
sity of Maryland. Unlike with Kansas, the Maryland deal 
was drawn out for several weeks. 
KU is located in Lawrence, a town with a population of 
just 25,000. Yet the Jayhawks are very competitive, both 
athletically and academically, with several larger 
schools in the Big Eight Conference. 
"IT WAS FAST, as contrasted with the Maryland thing 
that was so drawn out," Lessig admitted, "It's always 
tough to pin down exact reasons as to why you make a 
decision like that. Compared to Maryland, Kansas offers 
a major program in a small town - I like that atoms- 
phere. 
"Also, I feel differently now than I did last spring about 
our own program. 1 think things have turned the corner 
and are headed in a positive direction." 
After turning down the Maryland job last spring, 
Lessig said that the "bottom line in his decision to stay 
at the University was that he still had some goals he 
wanted to accomplish here. 
"I guess I just wanted our overall program to be more 
competitive,' he explained. "I was concerned about our 
hockey program, especially since I had hired Jerry 
York. I always thought he would do a good job, but it was 
just something I wanted to see through. 
"Both the basketball and hockey teams are enjoving 
outstanding seasons right now," Lessig continued. "I 
thought our football team was one of the best in the 
conference at the end of the season and we lust com- 
pleted a very successful recruiting season; ana our non- 
revenue sports are showing improvement. I feel better 
about the total athletic picture. I still would have liked to 
have won more Mid-American Conference 
championships, but I think it's safe to say that we are 
now in a position to win more." 
LESSIG, A 1957 University graduate who has spent 11 
of his professional years here, admits that BG's athletic 
program is currently facing a financial bind that will 
force some sports to be dropped from varsity status. But, 
he says, that has "absolutely nothing to do with my 
decision to leave.    , 
"I think life is a series of challenges and the Kansas 
position is a challenge for me," Lessig said. "I have to be 
careful how I say this, because I consider this (BG's) 
program1 to be of major status in every way, but let's Just 
say that it doesn't have quite the national scope mat 
Kansas has. Obviously, the Big Eight is one of the 
nation's major conferences. Also, there are a few more 
tools to wore with in their budget." 
Lessig, whose base salary at the University is $43,000 a 
year, will receive a base salary of $51,000 at Kansas. 
Although KU officials originally wanted him to begin 
working right away, Lessig said he would not leave the 
University until May 1. 
"There were two major reasons for that. I want to see 
the I-A (football re-classification dispute) thing as close 
to the end as possible. Also, these are difficult times - 
with the budget and having to make cuts. I don't want to 
leave with all that hanging, nor would I want a new 
athletic director to come in here facing all these prob- 
lems right off the bat. It wouldn't be fair." 
Lessig's busy life has been even more hectic since 
accepting the Kansas position. 
"Right now, I'm trying to be athletic director at two 
schools," he said. "It's hard enough to be athletic 
director at one." 
(Part two of this series deals with the NCAA's decision to 
drop 39 schools, including Bowling Green, from Division 
I-A status in football andean be read in tomorrow's BG 
News. 
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SPECIAL SUMMER 
RATES 
(furnished 2 bedroom) 
• HAVEN HOUSE    •PIEDMONT 
only $500.00 for the   only $400.00 for the 
entire summer. entirc summer 
Houses. Efficiencies, & Rooms 
CALL 352-9378 
Rental Office Located At The 
New Cherrywood Health Spa 
W M H H      —^W^_^-M— 
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Congratulations to the 
new 1982-1983 Panhellenic 
Executive Board! 
President 
First Vice-Pres. 
Second Vice-Pres. 
Asst. Second 
Vice-Pres. 
Cabinet 
Director 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Dianne Hovanec 
Man Malone 
Laura Veith 
Allison Roth 
Kim Morrison 
Susan M. Ciupak 
Lisa Stage 
Good Luck Ladies! 
Club Clips- 
-K^^W^»^K^V.^H^» <^* 
Bowling Green's rugby 
team willhold its semi-an- 
nual organizational meet- 
ing tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. 
in room 112 of the Business 
Administration building. 
Anyone interested in 
joining the team is wel- 
come to attend. In addition 
to an explaination of the 
rules of rugby, a film will 
be shown featuring an all- 
star match between a team 
from Wales and England 
and a team from Scotland 
and Ireland. 
The Falcon ruggers, who 
are the reigning Ohio Col- 
legiate champions, posted 
a 14-1-1 record last fall for 
an overall 1981 record of 
41-8-2. This spring, BG will 
again host the Midwest 
Universities Cup. 
For more information, 
call Roger Mazzarella 
(352-2396) or Kevin Frontz 
(352-3977). 
Bowling Green's men's 
volleyball team defeated 
Toledo for the second time 
this season in Toledo, last 
Wednesday. The Falcons 
dropped the first tame, 7- 
15, but rallied back to win 
the next three contests, 15- 
8,15-7, and 15-13. 
BG wasn't as fortunate 
against the Rockets Satur- 
day as the Falcons trav- 
eled back for the Toledo 
Invitational and fell to UT 
in the finals to take second 
place of a 20-team field. 
BG was led offensively 
by Mark Oberst, George 
Aber and Joe Taylor. De- 
fensive standouts were 
Dan Metelsky, Mark Aiple 
and Jim Evans. 
"Wednesday's win was a 
good one because we came 
back strong from the first 
game's loss. I think on 
Saturday Toledo was up 
and we just got beat by a 
better team on that day," 
team captain Metelsky 
said. 
The Falcons are off until 
Advancement 
WITHOUT 
AN 
ADVANCED 
DEGREE 
238 S. 17* SI 
PnUadttphta. PA 1S1CB 
(31517324000 
Afpmmdbyaw 
ArrmiamBar 
College seniors. If you plan to get a Job 
a(ter graduation, why not consider 
a profession? 
■ In 3 months, we prepare you lor 
careers In law. management finance. 
■ Our 8 Intensive courses are 
nationally recognized for high aca- 
demic quality. 
■ Owr 90% erf our graduates secure 
Jobs In their special tlea. Over 5.000 
graduates hold positions In law Anna, 
banks and corporations In llOdues. 
■ We provide a substantial tuition 
refund If we cannot secure a Job for 
you In the city ofyour choice- 
Guarantee your future. Lesm how the 
Institute can hdp you advance In s 
career. Our representaUve will be on 
campus March 3 
□ I would like to arrange an Inter- 
view at another time. Please call 
me at one of the phones noted, 
a Please tend me Information about 
the Institute for Paralegal Training, 
Name - 
Address _, , 
CKv.Skise.Zlp 
Collage  
Graduation Date _^__- 
' I I L 
March 6, when they travel 
to Oberlin in an attempt to 
qualify for the MIVA 
championships to be held 
in Bowling Green in April 
Weekend wrap-up— 
Linda Murphy, with a second-place finish in the 1.000- 
yard run and Heidi Asmus with a second-place height of 
5-feet-4 in the high jump, paced Bowling Green's 
women's track team at the non-scoring Eastern Michi- 
gan Invitational, last weekend. 
Murphy, a freshman, finished with a time of 2:39.74. 
BG's Gidget Wickham took third-place in the mile run 
with a clocking of 5:04.8. Sherry Pastor, with a Jump of 
17-feet-7 3/4 finished third in the long jump. 
BG coaeh Pat Brett said the team has been improving 
each week of the indoor season and that last weekend's 
meet was just a speed workout in preparation for next 
weekend's Mid-American Conference championship 
meet. 
"On paper we have the strongest team in terms of 
first place positions and depth. Next week we need two 
or three girls to place in each event in order to have a 
good showing," Brett said. 
Hayes Hall rattled and 
roared last Saturday and 
when it was all over, Bowl- 
ing Green's club rifle team 
had defeated Howe Mili- 
tary Institute, 1599-1462. 
An exceptional perfor- 
mance by Mark Long (343) 
and Wayne Knapke (326), 
who is usally one of our 
lower shooters, helped us 
in the win." adviser/coach 
Major Geff Gibson said. 
Other BG scores were 
Dan Reider with 320, Gary 
Stockard with 305 and Art 
Bradford with 305. 
This Saturday, the Fal- 
cons host Central Michigan 
at noon. 
The BG News 
Obsidian and 
The Key 
are now accepting applications 
for: 
Editors, copy editors, photographers, news and 
sports reporters 
Apply: 106 University Hall Deadline: Tuesday. March 2 at 5 p.m. 
Present phone       Permanent phone 
iOOBOOOOOOOOOOOOOC 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Grew 
Phone: 352-1195 
SPECIAL RATES 
ON FALL LEASES, 1982 
furnished or unfurnished 
Hours: Mon.-Frt. 9-12 4 IS 
Sat. 10-2 
1 Bdrm: Unfurnished; $250 
Furnished; $270 
Landlord Pays All Unties 
1 Bdrm: Unfurnished; $200 
Furnished; $225 
Landlord Pays Gas Heat 
Resident Pays Electric Lights 
2 bdrm: Unfurnished; $265 
Furnished: $285 
Landlord Pays Gas Heel 
Resident Peys Electric Lights 
Efficiencies: 
Unfurnished; $200 
Furnished;    $226 
Landlord Pays Al UnttBes 
• Laundry facilities available   s Qo heat 
• Swimming pool   s Party room 
• Game room    • Sauna » 
Al [»»a»nu *« OrmWd Ths PUvSsot CTAMsinbwshlpToTlwChsrr>wnortllsssjiaps 
IGGBBOOflOOPOGDOBQBUII iiaioc 
Education Majors 
Including All Hearing 
Impaired, EMR, TMR, 
And LBD 
"Planning To Student Teach Fall 
Or Spring Semester, 1982-1983? 
You are required to attend a 
sign-up and information meeting: 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1982 
CAMPUS ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION 
MEETING AT 
8:30,9:30,10:30,11:30 am 
1:30,2:30,3:30,4:30 pm 
ONE MEETING ATTEND ONE MEETING ATTENJD. 
« TV K New. Fclmarj 24. 1«2 
Sports— 
MAP <*hnntni it in Mi inrip   Phillies offer 'Rose'-y guarantee 
'Vl#    V W     <^ I   I \»y V/ w V^ V-J I I V II V* I    101 t/ PHILADELPHIA (API- The Phila-       Giles, of course, is interested in    offering any contract beyond his play 
by Joe Menzer 
sports editor 
Both Ball State and Bowling Green 
hope the third time is the charm, but 
someone has to come out the loser in 
tonight's battle between the two top 
Mid-American Conference teams at 
University Gym in Muncie, Ind. 
It will be the third meeting between 
the two teams this season, with the 
Falcons the winners of the first two. 
BG last defeated the Cardinals Jan. 
27, in Anderson Arena, but since then 
BSU has won six of seven MAC 
games. 
In fact, the Cardinals had won six in 
a row and were in position to run 
away with the MAC regular season 
title until last-place Central Michigan 
upset them, 83-79, last Saturday, in 
Mt. Pleasant, Mich. 
"One of the hardest things to do in 
college basketball is to beat a team 
three times in one season," BG coach 
John Weinert said. 'It could work out 
that we'll face them four times this 
season - if we meet in the (MAC) 
tournament." 
Another of the hardest things to 
accomplish in college basketball, es- 
pecially in the MAC, is winning on the 
road. As if that wasn't bad enough for 
BG, the Cardinals, who are 14-10 
overall and 10-4 in the MAC, are 11-0 
at home this season. BSU has won a 
school-record 17 straight and 26 of its 
last 27 games in University Gym. 
The Cardinals can clinch the out- 
right MAC championship with a win 
over the Falcons tonight. Likewise, 
BG (9-5 in the MAC, 15-9 overall) can 
clinch at least a share of the 
championship with a win. 
BSU is led by 5-foot-9 Ray McCal- 
lum, the premier small guard in the 
league. McCallum averages 17.8 
points per game and scored a career- 
nigh 31 points in BSU's last game 
against the Falcons. Teammate C.C. 
Fullove, who averages 13.1 per game, 
AAAC STANDINGS 
W L 
Boll Stale 10 4 
Bowling Cremn 9 5 
Northern Illinois 8 6 
Eastern Michigan 8 6 
Miami 7 7 
Oh,o 7 7 
Western Michigan 6 8 
Kent State 6 8 
Toledo 5 9 
Cent'ol Michigan 4 10 
was the only other Cardinal in double 
figures in that contest. 
Northern Illinois and Eastern Mich- 
igan are tied for third at 8-6 in the 
league. The Huskies host the Hurons 
tonight, and the winner will still nave 
a shot at gaining a piece of the MAC 
title - if BG beats the Cardinals. 
BG won that game, 79-70, but since 
then BSU has sported a more bal- 
anced offensive attack. Along with 
McCallum and the 6-5 Fullove, BSU 
coach Steve Yoder now starts 6-4 John 
Williams (11.8 ppg), 6-9 David Scott 
(7.6) and 6-5 Jeff Furlin (5.5). 
McCallum has been in a scoring 
slump of late, with a combined total of just 10 points in BSU's last two games. 
Fullove picked up the slack by scoring 
38 against CMU, last Saturday, but his 
effort wasn't enough for the Cardinals 
to avoid an upset. 
The Falcons also have had a change 
in their starting lineup since the last 
encounter between the two teams. Bill 
Faine has replaced John Flowers and 
has averaged 18 points and 8 rebounds 
per game since becoming a starter 
three games ago. 
Faine joins David Greer (9.0), Mar- 
cus Newbern (19.1), David Jenkins 
(13.8) and Lamar Jackson (8.4) as 
starters. Flowers, when healthy, is 
the firstplayer off the bench. 
Both Flowers and Greer have been 
battling injuries. Flowers nearly quit 
the team last week because of a 
Siinful and chronic leg injury, while 
reer has a sprained wrist. 
Still, the wrist did not stop Greer 
from playing all but six seconds of 
last Saturday's game against North- 
em Illinois In Anderson Arena. Nor 
did the injury stop the 5-9 junior co- 
captain from being credited with nine 
assists in the contest, which gives him 
198 for the season, a new unofficial 
MAC record. Greer now has 507 ca- 
reer assists. 
"We had two guys out there 
(against NIU) that were really hurt- 
ing - David Greer and John Flowers," 
Weinert said. "They played above 
their pain." 
) 
delphia Phillies are ready to pay Pete 
Rose $1 million a year to the end of his 
playing career. 
Phillies President Bill Giles, just 
back from a week at the team's spring 
training base in- Clearwater, Fla., 
said he and Rose's agent, Reuven 
Katz, had an understandng. 
Giles said he and Katz agree on 
what they want to do about Rose's 
future. Giles predicted some sort of 
agreement would be reached in early 
March. 
The contract Giles proposes, a one- 
year agreement renewable at the 
club's option, would be perpetual as 
long as Rose plays. It also would 
contain a measure of protection for 
the Phils, should the 41-year-old Rose 
suddenly lose his skills. 
Rose's effort to shatter Ty Cobb's all- 
time hit record of 4,191. Rose has 3,- 
697, and needs 495 to pass Cobb. If 
Rose plays three more years he would 
need 165 hits a year to beat Cobb. 
Even at $1 million a year, Giles 
said, Rose wouldn't be the highest- 
paid player on the Phillies. Mike 
Schmidt's six-year contract is worth 
more, Giles confirmed. 
GILES SAID the subject of Rose's 
post-playing days came up, and that 
he and Katz agreed not to discuss it. 
"We didn't talk serious about that," 
said Giles of his meetings last week 
with Katz in Florida. "Pete may want 
to play in Japan, rather than be a 
baaing coach or a manager. 
"WeTl cross that bridge when we 
get to it," Giles declared. "We're not 
v - 
ing days. I don't intend to open that 
up." 
Giles said he agreed with Katz that 
Rose is underpaid, and the club wants 
to do something to assure he won't be 
a free agent in 1984, if he's still lacing 
base hits. 
Rose can- break a number of other 
records, Giles noted, including the 
most singles, at bats, runs scored and 
doubles ever by a major league 
player. 
But Giles is gambling on the big one 
- Cobb's hit mark. 
"That's the one that will have the 
whole country watching," said the 
Phillies' front office boss. 
Rose says he'll break Cobb's mark 
on May 15,1984. 
Hurdle happy to be with Cincinnati 
classifieds. 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Clint Hurdle 
hasn't been penciled in even one Cin- 
cinnati Reds lineup yet, but he likes 
the feel of his new baseball club. 
He said he even likes the club's 
conservative uniforms and its ban on 
facial hair. 
"I'm ready to play for this organi- 
zation," the 24-year-old outfielder 
said at a news conference Monday. "I 
like the low socks stirrups, the bright 
red hat, and I never wanted to wear a 
moustache." 
Hurdle sees his trade to the Reds 
from the Kansas City Royals as an- 
other beginning, and a challenge to 
start playing like a veteran. 
"It s high time for me to grow up," 
said Hurdle, who was promoted to the 
major leagues at age 20. "I'm no 
longer a star of the hot-dog team." 
Hurdle said that his T'hot dog" 
statement referred to his own former 
manners and not the Royals. 
The Reds are hoping that Hurdle 
can handle one of the outfield spots 
left open by the departure of all three 
starters from the 1981 squad. Hurdle 
likely will get a shot at left field, with 
former Houston Astro Cesar Cedeno 
in center field and youngster Paul 
Householder in right. 
HURDLE WILL wear No. 30, pre- 
viously center fielder Ken Griffey's 
number. 
"I wore No. 10 in Kansas City, but 
that was formerly (former Manager) 
Sparky Anderson's here and I didn't 
cnoose to wear it," Hurdle said. 
Hurdle's best year in the majors 
was 1980, when he batted .294 in 130 
games with 60 runs batted in. He was 
on the disabled list much of last 
season and played in only 28 games. 
"I feel I have the capabilities to do 
an awful lot," Hurdle said. "In Kan- 
sas City, when I came up, I was told, 
'Get it done now or bite the bullet.' It 
was a lot of pressure for a guy just 
over 19 years old." 
To help avoid putting pressure on 
himself, Hurdle said he's stopped 
setting numerical goals. 
"I stay away from goals now," he 
said. "If numbers are the idea, I find 
myself pressing. If I play regularly 
and play happy, the numbers will 
come. My teammates will be happy 
and so will the fans." 
Hurdle has batted anywhere from 
fifth to eighth in the Royals' lineup. 
He said he has no preference with the 
Reds, as long as ne's somewhere in 
the batting order. 
"I've watched too many games 
from the bench," he said. 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
»,. .-i Mon 'gotuary  24    1962 
LOGO CONTEST FOR E C A P 
lETHNC CULTURAL ARTS PROGRAM) 
DEADLINE MARCH  19    1982 
WINNfcR GETS S50 OO WORTH OF 
ART SUPPLIES FROM BGSU 
BOOKSTORE   LOGO MUST REFLECT 
ETHNIC CULTURE   CONTESi 
SPONSORED BVECAP   BGSU 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CONTACT MAISHA HAZ2ARO OR 
MARK) GARCIA 372 2796 
UNOCRORAOUATE OCRONTOLOOICAL 
ASSOCIATION CLUB MEETING WEO 
FEB 24 6 00 ROOM 114 EDUCATION 
BLDG   REFRESHMENTS   ALL INVITED 
LOST AND FOUND 
FOUND    key    on    keying   w*ti      WISE 
txnledomt CMCampus Sadly & Securdy 
Found on Elm bhvn 6m * 5tn Sta 
FOUND   MEN'S GOLD   ID    BRACELET 
FOUND BY BICYCLE RACKS A* OFFEN 
WEST   CALL TAMMY   352 1757  
FOUND pw ol eyeglasses n Wast Had (0*0 
Muac BWg ) CM 363-7345 a denftty 
FOUND PEN NEAR FINE ARTS BUILDING 
CALL 372 5735  
LOST: KEY ON A ROUND KEYRING ON 
SATUROAY FEB. U. CALL 372-6179 
LOST   WHITE JACKET W WALLET INSIOE 
VITALLY IMPORTANT  CALL TONY 
352-4205 
SERVlCtS OFFERED 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
9:00 A.M  • 10:00 P.M. 
1-MO-43S-603I 
Expert typing at reasonable rates For 
theses dMssrtabons or term papers can 
AWP at 352 0530        
TUCKER TYPING. rxoteseonal. reasons 
bte. M-bme typng service Nancy. 352 
0609 
AAAV BIO VIC-DENNY SAYS HE HOPES 
YOU HAD A HAPPY BIRTHDAY AND SO 
OO WE LOVE K a J 
Essen we are a* so happy tor you on your 
Kappa S«o lavaaenng to John May your 
Mure noid much sunehme a hepptneae lor 
you bom' Love, your Alpha Gam SaMers 
Alpha CN Omega Then** thee DG coaches 
lor aa me* support Saturday We couktn I 
have done 4 waftout you1  
Alpha Chl'a ft Alpha Stg's-We were lucky 
to be paired with yew lor the anchor 
splash, E*«ry*ne had a great time' The 
Brothers ol Sigma MM, __ 
ALPHA PHI- 
OUTSTANDING CHAPTER 
 GOOD JOB'""  
ALPHA SIGMA PHI-ALPHA PHI 
FLORIDA FLINO   12 
CHARITY DANCE—BLAST 
FOR HEART PROJECTS 
AMERICAS CLASS RNM 
The Fang Leader JOSTENS 
Now r/naaabls M University Bookstore 
 Save up lo S30   
Anne-rust to let you know mat you are 
apprecated" You are Sta greatesi big sat m 
tha whore wortd" Love. Dawn  
ATTENTION GRAD STUDENTS! GET TO- 
GETHER AT SAM IS FOR A CHEAP 
BUZZ WEDNESDAY IS GRAD NIGHT- 
HAPPY HOURS FOR ALL GRAD STU- 
DENTS, t P.M ■ CLOSE.  
BETTY THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR 
STANDING   BY   ME   AT  ACTIVATION    DZ 
LOVE a MINE. MB  
BrgCaaay— 
Have a good day1 You aro tha greatest' 
   Love UtSaLraa 
E*0 CHRIS HOPE YOU HAVE A GREAT 
DAY'YOU'RE THE GREATEST ILOVEYA 
LITTLE LAURE  
BrgOeiwee    SMHJ= 
Have a Mrnhc day" You're, the BEST' 
    Love y». U'l Chan  
Big Jean. I mat wanted lo (at you know how 
-nportant you are to me I am proud to Da 
your erae and em afweya treasure me 
spec* bond ol rnondeftp and love we 
share I Ova ya Lil Nancy     
Bag Juts. You are the BEST DZ btg- I hope 
you had a great B Day Let's cerebrals agem 
eomowmo QZ Love ft Mine U L SUSAN 
BIG MARIANNE-BIGS DON'T COME ANY 
BETTER THAN YOU YOU RE GREAT' OZ 
LOVE. UL SUSAN 
BIG MEG—I AM SO GLAD THAT YOU ARE 
MY BIG THANKS FOR BEING A GREAT 
FRIENO DZ LOVE   UL PAM 
Eaten ft John. What a surprise1 We never 
would have guessed1 Congratulations on 
making 4 official hoafy' Good luck to both ol 
you Love. Ua 
Jam* Sm4h Thanhs tor hetomg ma during 
pMgrng ft ackvabon you're Sta beat big 
Lovr Alteon  
DG ACTIVES The pledges want to know 
when WE gat to take ' the dNsr* 
Florida Fling - Florida Fling 
Alpha Sigma Phi-Alpha Phi 
Alpha Phi-Alpha Sigma Phi 
Featuring tha Band "SMACK" 
Saturday Fab. 27 l 30 
 at the NX COMMONS 
FLORIOA FUNG * COMING 
FLORIDA FUNG IS COMING 
FLORIOA FUNG IS COMING 
FLORIOA FUNG 'SI 
LIVE BAND! 
FEATURING "SMACK" 
ALPHA SK3MA PHI-ALPHA SIGMA PHI 
NEED WHEELS' Sorry we can I help you 
wrm thai problem But it's only a short walk 
to Command Performance where we CAN 
help you solve haestysng problems   Slrok 
north on Thurskn lo Poa        toft on Poe 10 
Mam        and nghl on Mam about 2 blocks 
Ware rust lha sde ot Raw/a ft Kroger s 
ne»t lo Stale Uguor Store   352 6516 
GRACE-I HAD A REALLY GOOD TIME AT 
THE MATCH  I THINK IT ENDED UP BEING 
A   DRAW   ALTHOUGH   IT   WASN T   FAIR 
BECAUSE   THERE   WAS NO   WHISTLE 
THANKS  AGAIN-LOVE.  JIM  (THE CON 
FUSED ONE")  
HEAR THE BAND SMACK' FEBRUARY 
27TH 8 30 N E COMMONS Si 00 ALL 
PROCEEDS   TO   THE   WOOO   COUNTY 
HEART FUND  
HEY V D -II juat have to atari caSng you 
Chame Horse rt you can't keep your moum 
closed11 Love Aiways-S S 'L L  
IT'S BURGER NIGHT AT SAM B'S EVERY 
WEDNESDAY. 9 P.M. - MIDNIGHT. 114 LB 
HAMBURGER ONLY OS'.  
It s never too early to start applying tor robe 
Let us do your cover letters and resumes 
Ten ol each costs only S1 4 00   CM AWP 
352 0530  
CONTESTANT SM3N-UPS FOR MISS BGSU 
SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT FEB. 15-FEB 
2S IN 42S STUDENT SERVICES BLDG. 
ANY QUESTIONS CALL HOLLY CAMP- 
BELL.    CONTESTANT    COORDINATOR. 
3S2-0600.  
Cathy Bockhorsi Dane Hovanac ft Cheryl 
Shaffer you guys are great' Your Alpha PI* 
Solars congrahasM you on mducbon into 
Golden Torch   -    
LETS MAKE A OATE-You can spaed 
service and reduce waiting hme by caSng 
ahead to pra-regreter tor havcul lor sham 
poo ft elyfcngl ai Command Performance Or 
by making an apporntmant lor   perm or 
coloring 352 6616  
Cherrywood Health SPA 835 rkgh St Ph 
352-9378 New Hourt-Mon thru Fn 9 
am - 10 p.m . Sat. 11 am. 4pm; Sun 
1 • 4 p.m New Location Maw Ownershrp. 
New Management Guaranteed Mem 
BtfBJtp 
CHERYL i.'ANKS ROSE BUDOY FOR 
SHARING   YOUR   THOUGHTS  WITH  ME 
OZ LOVE M B  
CHERYL. Thanks tor maMng Deris Zeta to 
apacaM tor ma Have a great day Delta Zeta 
toy ft rune n M.chsee  
CHRIS ft ANNE 
My love Is growing stronger tor bom ol you" 
You're both the greatest" Love from your 
ume-SaraSaHy  
Congratulations Scott Scherlnd on win- 
ning the OO Anchor Sptaeh Beauty Con- 
toatl   Your brothers ol   Skama Ms are 
proud.  
CONGRATULATIONS PATTY S 
MARYBETH ON YOUR OZ ACTIVATION. 
LOVE. MKE ft CHRIS. 
BG SUE THANKS FOR BEING THE BEST 
BIG IN THE WORLD ft FOR HELPING ME 
MAKE    IT    THROUGH    ACTIVATION     OZ 
LOVEaMME. UL MtCHELE  
BILJ.-CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR 
SKJMA PHI EP910N-PHI MU LAVAUER 
P*G TO UNDA   YOUR SK5 EP UTTLES 
CATHY SCOTT ft OQN  
BOB STOVAStH'm proud that you ptefced 
me to be your btg. .and anitous to see 
you become an active ALPHA SiG' So gel 
rowdy, gat crazy, got read, to go...cui 
with  you as my It) we'll mate great SIG 
limes roll! Qorgeous.     
Bob S.: You missed your chance Saturday 
to find your Secret Admirer. I had my eyes 
on you! Has my btg led you estray? Your 
Secret Admirer. 
B>g Shesyit i could take mat one day ft M n 
with happiness sunshine, laughter, rain- 
bows ft dreams come true this « what I 
wiah tor you today* You ra the bast Big 
anyone could aver ask tor' DZ love ft mew. 
Cyndl  
R S A -ccngratulationa to al the R S A 
members who worked on our 3rd place 
Man* Gras boom Lei s continue to keep up 
The Spirit P R Man 
KATHV OAMES-I "NEVER" DOUBTED 
YOU'D GO ACTIVE! CONGRATS. I'M SO 
GLAD YOU'RE MY UTTLEi -8M MARY. 
Lalry Benoer Thanks tor bemg there when I 
needed someone to talk to   You are the 
beat Btg Brother around Love. ABaon 
LEE SKIRTS 
HAVE ARMVtiO AT 
JEANft-N-THkNOft. SSI MOOS ST. 
LYNN   I WISH YOU COULD HAVE BEEN 
THERE ON SUNOAV I STILL CLAW YOU 
AS MY BIG   THANKS FOR EVERYTHING 
LOVE. LIIMB  
MARY-THANKS FOR HELPING ME REF 
EREE HOWEVER. I THINK THCV BOTH 
FOULED OUT | HAD A REALLY GOOD 
TIME SATUROAY NIGHT   THANKS MARC 
REDUCED PRICESOrd you know that our 
complete Command Performance harcut 
(Shampoo cut ft blow-dry styimg usuafey 
costs students Si 2 60) ra rust $9 00 with 
cotonng? Good Peel1 352 6515  
Resume special' Typeset end prt 
Preferred Properties 
835 High St. — Rental Office 
Phone 352-9378 
9:00—4:30 Monday—Friday 
Apartment Complexes 
Haven House 
Piedmont - 8th ft High St. 
Birch wood Place • 650 Sixth St. 
Meadowlark - 818 Seventh St. 
707 Sixth St. 
Small Bldgs. - Manvlllo 
(bitwHn Sixth S S«v»nth Stt.) 
Features 
2 Bedroom - carpeted and furnished * Gas heat & air 
conditioning - gas cooking (Landlord pays gas) * Laun- 
dry areas in each building * Residents pay only light * 
Lots of closet space * 1 '/• bath. 
Special Features 
Al residents wM be granted membership to Health Spa, 
a new facility built in 1981 & features the following: 
Hydro Spa Whirlpool * Indoor Heated Pool * Metos 
Sauna * Sun Lamps * Shower Massage * Complete 
Exercise Facilities S Equipment. 
Other Rentals 
Houses, efficiencies, 1 bedrooms 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
MISS BGSU 
SCHOLARSHIP 
PAGEANT 
IS LOOKING FOR 
CONTESTANTS 
What can you benefit 
from entering? 
You may receive 
scholarship, prizes 
from local merchants 
and up to 4 credit 
hours can be worked out 
Entry forms available 
425 Student Services 
Sponsored by: 
IFC A Panh«ll«nic Council 
ally primer) IS lor S23 at RepM Printing. 
187 t-Ueia. W24118. 
Slavs Levrtl 4 Sue Strtfler: You two are 
the Beat Big's anyone could have. Phi Pal 
Loea. in Berfa ^^_ 
TAKE A BREAK FROM CLASSES COME 
TO THE COFFEE HOURS FRIOAV    1 30 
<OOWSA   18 WILLIAMS HALL  
Thank rou DO Anchor Splash Coachee- 
Lorl, Betty • Amy-lor your support A 
spirit You are tha greeiealH Loea. The 
Sigma Nu Ssrtrarners-Tne AlphaXls would 
i»te to welcome the Pt Kappa Piss to 
campus Good SJCA wrth everything Love. 
Tha AfcjhaXis  
The men of PI KAPPA PHI tmceroty thank 
tha enkre Greek Community tor man tre- 
msndoua support ol our efforts  
Tha PI KAPPS" announce thee upcoming 
pheanlhropyP U S H   coming     m      Aprs* 
WATCH FOR IT'  
The Sigma Chl'a erousd lias is than* 
Ksthie. Peggy I Msrta for bssrtg fanuatk 
coaches lor Anchor Splash I also con 
gratulete Sieve Walker. Mark Tofh. Doug 
Roy. Mike Crump. NeH Nutter, 1 Bill 
Pataraan for syrfrnwOitg us to victory 
Tha estora of Alpha Os*i Pi cor/vatulste 
Mary Beth Carkton a Mary Egan on bemg 
tapped »lc Golden Torch  
TO BIG DEMSE 
GET PSYCHED FOR A WILD OTRmi AM 
SO QIAO YOU ARE MY BfO DZ LOVE A 
MINE. UL "»CHELE_  
Today's ma day you turn 21 
so go uptown A nave tots of funt 
Wtofang you I .•* ftepprast of al brrthdsys 
U Bungo' ijamrna PIM Love. Bemer 
TO MY BIG TERRY. TO MY BIG SlS WHO 
PARTIES JUST RIGHT   LETS GET TO 
GETHER AND HAVE A BEER TONIGHT  DZ 
LOVE ■ MjNE   UL KAREN  
TOO MANY CLASSES' to you course oed 
rnssrfanhg with gatkng your hrsr etytsd? 
Remember thai Command Performance * 
open every weekday avarmg unM 9 00 
pm-endl200to500onSunday 352- 
•616  
To the Big Ep who ewrasd the Kleasng 
Booth I 30-tpm at the Merdi O-s. I thin* 
I'm to least _^_ 
Tsl 
M 
TMBWTl 
Low caet-Faet delivery 
 CaMTawMS-711 
John Lyons Hs about time you got m gear 
* gave Eaaan that levsaer' Wa thought you 
wars cajataaa Congrelulaaone btg boy' 
Love. The Garnrnera , 
Juae ISar-You dont know how proud wo 
era of you tor receiving Vie "New OubManrf- 
mg Member' award Love Your Alpha Phi 
BaasM 
Mary You are my BIG SISTER too1 I'm rt 
gorng to rnras you nest year Idol 
you   too'   DZ   love   A   mms-Your   LITTLE 
SISTER. SUSAN  
Malt-Even though you forgot to appreciate 
me i in appreciate A love you1 You are 
the best big I could ever ask tor" love 
Dawn 
MIS Ckjb meets Fab 25 at 7 30mrm 112 
BA   A microcomputer demonstration w* be 
given Dues w*l be coSscted  
MPL 
TIMES ARE MIXED UP. WE BOTH KNOW 
ITS TRUE. I GET FRUSTRATED A  JEAL- 
OUS   WHICH CONFUSES   YOU,   BUT   I 
KNOW WHAT WE SHARE A I KNOW THAT 
WE CARE A WITH EACH OTHER WE CAN 
MAKE IT THROUGH   LOVE   MAS 
M mle lor 2| needed Can have own rm 
ImrnrrdaMafy A spr Qtr 8 mm from campus 
SlOO'mo A uM 353 9121 alter 6pm 
Need eradrt? Oaf VrSA-MASTCRCARO No 
credit check   Guaranteed! Free details: 
CresWtow, —a W4-AI. Rye, MM PBB70. 
NEXT—TO—NEW SHOP: CTOwwAf. Jesr* 
asrv. Shoes A Houseweres   Si Atoyshis 
School. Twos. tP-4 and Frl. 1-7 p.m. 
OX - OX SEZ Theta CN A A B BaaketbeU 
TesmevCT Off MOOd Luck lomghl A Team 
and tomorrow B Tsram 
FLORIDA f UNO 12 
DANCE - BLAST 
FEATURING   "SMACK 
FEBRUARY 27. IM2 
HE- COasMONS- 1:30 P.M. 
We love our swenmsrs1 Good rob on 2nd 
place   Messis   Sue. Km. Cevk.   Mecca 
Karen A Roes   Special thanks to Squirrel 
Spued Your Atpho Gam Sailers  
WILLY WORM PLEASE MAMTAIN, DON'T 
BE BITTER EVEN THOUGH YOU LOST 
YOUR DINNER TO ERE IS HUMAN—TO 
FORGIVE DIVINE INSTEAD OF BEER. 
NEXT TIME TRY WINE' LOVE. SURRO 
GATE TENNIS TEAM ANORA 
WANTED 
ATTENTION    '  F    RMTE   NEEDED NOW 
ONLY $98 75.MO   PLEASE CALL JAMIE 
352 8995 ^  
1 F. make, needed to share moa apt on 5th 
A S   Coasge tor 82/83 school year   Cat 
either 352 7269 or 352 4491  
DESPERATE-NEED F RMTE 
SPR   OTR   BEHIND SAM BS 
 CALL 352-2229  
Deepsrafy needed   1 F rmts lor spr QW 
Newtovs apt ecoea Irom Oftarhsusr Rsni 
rvarjoasbfe   Can Chen after 4 P M   352 
7727 
F. RMTE. NEEDED FOR SPR. OTR. 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE   RENT 
VERY NEGOTIABLE CALL 362-B1BS 
F rmts needed now or for Spr Ok- Musi 
be vegetarian A non-amoksr twee 2 bdrm 
apt 3 btks horn campus. or*y $ 118 f. alec 
Cal 352 6950  
F rmta needed now or Spr Ob Own 
bdrm Vary doss lo campus, bshnd Falcon 
Pkua   OMy $135 mo . no utt   352 5484 
eves or 2-2247 ofhea hrs.  
F student nasdsd to M house nem cam 
pua   Laasaa wrl accept reasonable rent 
otter Ph 352-7365  
M nnte wanted Own bdrm m quiet apt on 
S Enterpnas 5 Mm watt to campus or 
downtown   Prefer older, serous student 
Rent nag 3b2h*i6  
M   rmte   needed Spr   Quarter   $95 mo 
pluselec Cal Kenn 354-1884  
NEEOED M RMTE FOR SPR 
OWN BORM CALL 362-2066 
WANTED F RMTE   FOR APT 
SPR QTR CLOSE TO CAMPUS CHEAP 
 CALL DEB 352 3971  
WANTED MALE RMTE NEEDED SPR 
OTR   CLOSE   TO CAMPUS    $M0MO 
CALL 352 3621  
WANTED M RMTE   TO SHARE RJRN 
APT OR 2 PEOPLE TO SUBLEASE SPR 
QTR  CALL OAVIO 352 0457 
WANTED:   t or 2 F'S TO 8UBLS. A 4- 
PERSON APT. FOR SPR. OTR. CAMPUS 
MANOR    APTS-R.OHT    ACROSS    FROM 
CAMPUS. CALL HMflW.  
Warned 1 f rmsa w* A spr oars Brand 
new turn   apt    1 b* from campus. CM 
evenings Leaks 352-2443  
WANTED: 1 f. RMTE. TO 
SUBLEASE APT. ON 7TH ST. SPR. QTR. 
CALL CAROL AT 3«-Bf4)A 
2M Rmtea needed tor spr qtr Brand new 
apts       Great cost        CM 353-1861 
Don't mraa out" 
2 M   to share turn apartment spr qtr low 
rant and uW CM 352-2946  
2, people needed to rent 2 bdrm house tor 
spr qtr 5 mm wah u campus SltOVmo 
as NO DEPOSIT 352-5016 
1 F rmte lor spr qtr 1 bt* from campus 
Lowrenl A*C Owmbdrm CM 352-5841 
1 F RMTE NEEDED FOR SPR OTR. MCE 
APT CLOSE TO CAMPUS RENT NEGO- 
TIABLE   CALL SUE AFTER 5 PM. 362- 
3304_  
1 M non-smoker needed tor quiet apt. 1 
bat from campus Spr Ob* S335. 352- 
6111 
Onhyo Receiver • 28 
$70 00 
 372-62S3 
SPECIAL SACIaflC SALE HARMONO 
KARDON RECEIVER. 20W SYNERQsS- 
T1CS SPEAKERS. 2 WAY NOffOICA SKI 
BOOTS. SUa lOtnew) CM Dave 362 
8268 *  
1077 Toyota Cases. Good cond AMrfM 
radio brae $3 150 Call after 7 pm 354 
1700 
APARTMENT FOR RENT, SPRtNG QUAR- 
TER SIS (MONTH QOOD TIMES' CALL 
37M73t 
Apertmsnts and Houses 
Fsl s Summer Rentals 
Near Campus 352-7365 
tJKWqtr    No 
Call 352 3 711 
W.    qsr. 
UnrveraKy VHtsge. 
HELP WANTED I 
FEMALES NEEDED TO RENT ONE SDRM. 
APT. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. AVAIL. SPR. 
QTR-CALL LISA 352J79I 
F rmta lor spr qtr 
FOOL. $103.mo 
PtoasscM 354-1870 
t bdrm apts tor 1962 83 school yea/ CM 
rT P" 
^fe&   Only 6 days 
l^^left to enter the... 
UAO 
Photograph Contest 
2 Classes for Judging 
•Students   *Faculty/Staff 
Deadline for entries is: 
MARCH2 
in the UAO Office 
3rd Floor Union 
latar BM 
TMBfSCSSM 
Associate Records Techrucwn 
Consultant nasdsd M Dsthaads Cars Cen- 
ter Four to rjrphl hours par month Please 
CM or writs Larry Dunn. AdrrwwMrator 
Bemeeda Cars Cantor. 600 N Brush St 
Fremont Onto 43420 (419)3349621 
HKJH SCHOOL JUNIOR NEEDS CHEMIS- 
TRY TUTOR. CALL 1 -623-4645 AFTER 6 
PM 
1 bdrm turn   apts   1 bat from campus Al 
uN ncluded   Phone 362-7454 
jg/a? 
Apt even now. 1 or 2 f. wHhln bouse 
Ulll mclud . .ssher/dryer, modern 
kitchen iitH. t F., ilSOImo. or HOa/ma 
sach tor 2. No tosea )» Derby St. off 7th 
St. after 2 p.m  
Apt tor luMlMS Wtr A Spr Qtrs Brand 
now furnished I bdrm i bat from campus 
CMavanmga 352 2443  
Campus Manor Now Ranting tor summer 
Special aurrtmsr rates   A/C 362-0302 or 
362-7366 evenings  
EFFICIENCY   APARTMENT   FOR   RENT 
SPRING QUARTER CALL 352-1496 
Efhc evM Summer Quarter $135 wahu« 
CM Shane. 352 2260 ' 
For rant: Nkos 2 ■bdrm apt to s 
Juna15 EKcaeent tocskon and n 
rani Must see1 CM Cathy si 353-7361 or 
2573292  
Fum efftc tvM. spr qtr Next to campua 
$200 mclud M ut»   Cooperative landlord. 
CM Sara 372-0260  
ttoueea A apts. Fum. A unfum   Ctoaa to 
campus 353-3666  
Near urwers.ty   521   E   Many. 2 bdrm 
fum. apts   Tenant pays only electncity   0 
mo lease John Newtova Real Estate 352 
6663 
NOW LEASING 1962 1983 School year 
Bogge Real Estate 303 1/2 S. Mam 352 
0457 or 352 3641 
SPR OTR UNFURN EFFK3ENCY 
$i 20VMO pjTiLrnes WCLUOEDI 
 215 E POE352 036B  
Student houses ■'■■sspli June or August 
Fum 3 or 4 bdrme Year lease ONLY past 
uM CM 362-7464  
4 BORM   HOUSE TO SUBLET. SPR AND 
SUMMER   QTRS     3    VACANCIES      146 
MANVHJ-E   352-1660 
2 bdrm apt lor 1982 63 school year CM 
1 267-3341  
2 bdrm turn apts 831 7ti St. Tenant pays 
only electncity   0 mo   Mass   CM John 
Newtova Real Eatote 352 6663  
2 bdrm fum apt. for FM 1062 CM 362 
2663   7Q6 Seventh at 
1or2F rmtea needed tor IM 82 525 E 
Marry. Nonamoker CM 2-6120. 2-6202. 
JH-ffffi 
The Broilers ol Delia TIH Delta 
Proudly Announce Their low 
ACtlVBS 
Mark AdJy 
Dave Barton 
Shannon Markey 
Rick Miller 
Doug Van Fossen 
Greg Voltz 
And Wlnler Quarter Plecjges 
Joe Gdowik 
Ted Hoover 
Greg Shafer 
P.E. Doug Canovas 
P.T. Jeff Weaver 
